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Executive Summary
The Buckingham Community Civic Association (BCCA) is pleased to submit its first
Neighborhood Conservation Plan (NCP) – a blueprint for the Buckingham community – to make
much-needed improvements to the Buckingham neighborhood. One of the main purposes for
the creation of the BCCA was to submit a comprehensive NCP for approval and to guide those
recommendations toward completion. We want to thank all the Buckingham residents, the
volunteers from the Buckingham Outreach Center, and members of BU-GATA for participating
in this important community project to improve our neighborhood.
Formed and organized in July 2003, the BCCA began its year-long distribution of its NCP
survey in 2004 and received over 300 responses (see Appendix A). Prior to our existence,
however, many of the community needs were identified through the Neighborhood Strategy Area
(NSA) plan, approved by the County Board in April 2000. Unfortunately, the NSA plan process
does not lend itself to the same funding considerations for capital improvement projects, limiting
the effectiveness of the plan. In May 2005, the BCCA participated in a “Walking Town”
meeting with the entire Arlington County Board where improvement projects were brought to
the attention of County Board members and staff. Over 100 Buckingham residents turned-out
for the meeting, demonstrating the strong commitment to the neighborhood and interest in
improvements. The results from the NSA plan, the NCP survey, and the areas identified along
the route of the walking town meeting form the basis of our Plan.
Throughout the NCP, there are references to the Buckingham boundaries of the civic association
(see page 38), the boundaries of the NSA (see page 35), and the boundaries of Neighborhood
Conservation program, below:
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While these boundaries are generally complementary, they are not completely identical. It is
important to recognize these differences.
The Plan begins describing the General Neighborhood Conditions of Buckingham. One of the
more worthy items to note is the diversity of the kinds of housing within Buckingham, and the
diversity of the population itself – all within the desirable Rosslyn-Ballston corridor. Although
predominantly composed of rental apartments, the neighborhood has a large number of
condominiums and very few townhouses and single-family homes.
In addition, the large numbers of families with children and the population of senior citizens
residing at the Carlin and Culpepper Garden make Buckingham an inviting neighborhood for all
ages. Most significantly, however, Buckingham has a large number of ethnic minority groups.
Its location near the Ballston Metro and the Ballston Commons Mall make Buckingham one of
the most desirable communities in Arlington.
The next chapter offers a comprehensive History of the Buckingham area. The neighborhood
has a very rich and significant history. As noted in this chapter, the Buckingham neighborhood
is widely-recognized by its garden-style apartments. First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt paid a visit to
them and complimented the architectural design in the late 1930s. These apartments were even
the topic of a New York Times front-page story in 1937.
The third chapter deals with Land Use and Zoning, highlighting the diversity in residential units
within the neighborhood. The Chapter also makes recommendations on zoning and historic
preservation.
The fourth chapter, Streets, Sidewalks, and Lighting, reveals that this may be the area where
Buckingham shows the most neglect relative to the number of pedestrians and relative to other
Arlington neighborhoods. Primarily, this is a safety issue and, secondarily, one of aesthetics and
a sense of community-feeling. There are several streets and intersections that have either poor or
no lighting, making streets dangerous for children and the elderly. Another area contributing to
the lack of aesthetic appeal is the inconsistent type of lighting within the same block. Further,
increased traffic has caused many of our crosswalks to be dangerous, resulting in the need for
significant improvements to slow traffic.
The fifth chapter addresses Traffic Calming. Many of the same intersections that cause concern
in the fourth chapter are highlighted again here. The BCCA makes several recommendations
that will improve these areas.
The sixth chapter, Parking, lays out a series of recommendations to address a growing problem
within the neighborhood resulting from commuters parking in Buckingham to save money while
taking the Ballston Metro and visiting the Ballston Common Mall.
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The seventh chapter, Public Safety, highlights the community’s strong and effective relationship
with the Arlington County Police Department. While there remains concern about the rate of
crime that has existed in Buckingham, we believe significant strides have been made to improve
this area. In addition, this chapter further emphasizes the dangerous traffic conditions and poor
lighting as a safety hazard to our neighborhood. The BCCA makes several recommendations,
also addressed in previous chapters, to correct these inefficiencies.
The final chapter, Recreation and Beautification, notes the lack of recreational facilities in the
Buckingham community. While acknowledging the existence of the Lubber Run Community
Center, the Plan emphasizes that this facility is outdated, inadequate, and does not meet the needs
of the community. The BCCA recommends the County tear down the Community Center and
replace it with a green, state-of-the-art facility that takes full advantage of unused space and
offers a full-range of uses and services. In addition, this chapter points out the many problems
the Buckingham neighborhood faces with litter throughout the community.
Again, the BCCA wishes to thank all those who contributed to the creation of the NCP. In
particular, we want to acknowledge the chairs of the committees: Patrick Hope (Executive
Summary and Introduction); Bernie Berne (History); Doug Norris (Land Use and Zoning);
Suzanne Perry (Streets, Sidewalks, and Lighting); Caroline Eddins (Traffic Calming); Jane Burr
(Parking); Marco Vallejos (Public Safety); Paul Ropp (Recreation and Beautification); Steve
Thurston (Editor-in-Chief); and Kristen Hope (pictures). In addition, we want to thank several
members of Arlington County staff. In particular, we acknowledge Connie Freeman (Human
Services); Carol Hoover (Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resources); Jennifer Daniels
(Community Planning, Housing and Development); and Adam Denton, Colleen Connor, and
Tim McIntosh (Neighborhood Conservation Division of the Community Planning, Housing and
Development Department) whose assistance throughout the development of this Plan was
instrumental.
There are many other Buckingham neighbors who participated throughout this process that the
BCCA wishes to thank.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL NEIGHBORHOOD CONDITIONS OF BUCKINGHAM
The Buckingham Community Civic Association is bordered by a patch-work of streets in North
Arlington. U.S. Route 50 and North Glebe Road make up the south and east sides of the
neighborhood. North Carlin Springs Road is the northern boundary (excluding Cathcart
Springs). Three streets connect North Carlin Springs Road and U.S. Route 50 along the western
border of the neighborhood: the border heads south down North Park Drive from North Carlin
Springs then along North George Mason Drive to North Henderson Road which connects with
U.S. Route 50. Along this western border, however, single-family houses along the south side of
North 2nd Street east of Henderson Street are part of the Arlington Forest Civic Association.
The three primary advantages to living in the Buckingham neighborhood, as noted by
survey participants, are:
•

Quality of life associated with the proximity to the Ballston Metro, shopping, Ballston
Common Mall, movie theaters, etc.;

•

The tranquil nature through the neighborhood’s abundance of trees, wildlife, and the
proximity to Lubber Run Park; and

•

Buckingham’s diversity of population and richness of many cultures.

The three primary disadvantages to living in the Buckingham neighborhood, as noted by
survey participants, are:
•

Increased traffic and speeding through the Buckingham neighborhood, especially along
North Carlin Springs Road, North George Mason Drive, North Henderson Road, and
North Pershing Drive. To a lesser degree, many of the neighborhood streets are also
experiencing increased traffic and speeding;

•

Noise, associated with increased traffic, but also through the denseness of the population
contributing to this disadvantage; and

•

The increase in crime in Buckingham.

Secondary disadvantages to living in the Buckingham neighborhood noted by survey
participants are:
•

Problems of litter and overall cleanliness in the neighborhood, compared to neighboring
civic associations;
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•

The lack of parking due to the denseness of the population, but also because of Metro
commuters;

•

Poor rental housing maintenance; and

•

Unsafe pedestrian crosswalks, primarily due to the increase in traffic, but also due to poor
design of intersections and inadequate lighting at major intersections

Residential Areas
The types of Buckingham housing and their residents are divided into three major categories:
condominiums, apartments (both market-rate and affordable units), and single-family homes. In
addition, Buckingham has two prominent Arlington senior citizen facilities in Culpepper Garden
and the Carlin. With very few exceptions, Buckingham’s three major categories of housing are
uniformly distributed throughout the community.
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Condominiums
The three major condominium complexes in Buckingham include:
•

Arlington Oaks contains 372 garden-style units converted to condominiums in 1982.
Arlington Oaks is located along North Pershing Drive between North Thomas and North
2nd Street. Arlington Oaks’ offices are located at 4490 North Pershing Drive.

•

The Chatham is a freestanding building, which contains 249 condominium units. The
Chatham is located at 4501 Arlington Boulevard.

•

Hyde Park is another freestanding building which contains 322 condominium units.
Hyde Park is located at 4141 North Henderson Road.
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The major apartment complexes in Buckingham include:
•

Buckingham Village Apartments is a 456-unit garden apartment complex, the largest
apartment complex in the Buckingham Community Civic Association. Buckingham
Village is located between North Henderson Road and North Pershing Drive between
North Thomas Street and Culpepper Gardens. The management office is currently
located at 4319 North Pershing Drive and is managed by Paradigm Management
Company.

•

Gates of Ballston is a 464-unit garden apartment complex owned and operated by AHC,
Inc. The Gates of Ballston borders North Glebe Road, North Henderson Road, North
Thomas Street, and North Pershing Drive. The management office is located at 4207
North Pershing Drive.

•

Glenayr Apartments is a 156-unit garden apartment complex. Glenayr Apartments is
located off North Park Drive between North George Mason Drive and North 4th Road.
The management office is located at 399 North Park Drive.

•

George Mason Apartments is an 82-unit affordable garden apartment complex owned
and operated by Stanciu Management. George Mason Apartments are located between
North Henderson Road and North 4th Street. The management office is located at 4315-A
North 4th Street.

•

Knightsbridge Apartments, is a 37-unit affordable garden apartment complex, and
Whitfield Commons, is a 64-unit affordable garden apartment complex owned and
operated by Wesley Housing Development, Inc. Knightsbridge and Whitfield Commons
are located along the 200 block of North Glebe Road and 200 block of North Thomas
Street respectively.
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The two major senior citizen facilities located in Buckingham include:
•

The Carlin is a 162-unit independent living facility for seniors. The high-rise was
completed in 1995 and is owned and operated by the Retirement Housing Foundation.
The Carlin is located at 4300 North Carlin Springs Drive.

•

Culpepper Garden is an award-winning, non-profit retirement housing community for
low-income seniors age 62 years of age and older. The 273-unit building is licensed and
operated as independent living, as assisted living, and as nursing home care. The facility
is owned and managed through Arlington Retirement Housing. Culpepper Garden is
located at 4435 North Pershing Drive. The facility is also home to one of Arlington’s
Senior Centers.

Business Establishments
One of the many advantages to living in the Buckingham community is the proximity to the
Ballston Common Mall and access to shopping in the surrounding area, featuring many
businesses that offer a diverse menu. The majority of Buckingham businesses are located along
North Glebe Road, with Buckingham’s heaviest business concentration at the intersection of
North Pershing Drive and North Glebe Road.
Buckingham Shopping Center
Located at the intersection of North Glebe Road and North Pershing Drive, the Buckingham
Shopping Center is shared by the Buckingham Community Civic Association and the Ashton
Heights Civic Association. Among the business establishments in the Buckingham
neighborhood are the El Paso Café, Popeye’s Chicken, Glebe Market, Woof’s Dog Training,
CVS, and Ravi Kabob (soon to move in next to CVS). On the Ashton Heights side, there are
numerous other businesses utilized by the Buckingham community.
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Harris Teeter
Located at 600 North Glebe Road, Harris Teeter is the largest grocery store chain located in
Buckingham. The Harris Teeter grocery was completed in 1999.

American Service Center
Located at 585 North Glebe Road, American Service Center sells and services Mercedes Benz
automobiles. While the American Service Center’s primary location is located along Glebe
Road, they have a substantial parking lot located at the intersection of North Glebe Road and
North Quincy Street.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
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Located at 650 North Glebe Road, Goodyear Tire has been the site for several years to be the
location of an overhead crosswalk, connecting the south side of North Carlin Springs Road with
the eastside of North Glebe Road. Goodyear Tire, through Gemini Auto Service, performs
several services related to automobile maintenance from oil changes, wheel alignment, and brake
repairs.
200 North Glebe Road Office Building
Located at 200 North Glebe Road, this building houses several businesses. Among the
businesses operating at this location are: Cvent, a publicly traded company that is an event
planning business, NAMI-Northern Virginia, Allstate, Premier Primary Care, and Jazzercise.

Arlington Red Cross
Located at 4333 Arlington Boulevard, this facility serves as the county’s local Chapter of the
American Red Cross, a humanitarian organization led by volunteers providing relief to victims of
disasters and helping individuals prevent, prepare for, and respond to emergencies.
Other Fast Food Restaurants
Buckingham has a couple of the nation’s most popular fast food restaurants: McDonalds, located
at 40 North Glebe Road, and KFC, located at 70 North Glebe Road.
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Parks and Recreational Facilities
Unfortunately, the Buckingham community is one of the few civic associations in Arlington not
to have a park within its boundaries. The nearest county park or recreational facility is the
beautifully maintained Lubber Run Park and the outdoor facilities of Barrett Elementary School neither of which lies within the Buckingham Community Civic Association boundaries.
Buckingham will soon have a small, corner park, “Buckingham Plaza,” to call its own, made
possible through the County’s Neighborhood Opportunity Fund, used to support small
infrastructure projects in Neighborhood Strategy areas.
Barrett Elementary School
Named after a prominent Virginia physician and humanitarian, Kate Waller Barrett Elementary
School is located at 4401 North Henderson Road. Barrett opened its doors in 1939 and its
student population is reflective of Buckingham’s rich cultural and racial diversity (66 percent
Hispanic/Latino).

Lubber Run Park and Community Center
Located at 300 North Park Drive, the Lubber Run Community Center is one of the most visited
and used community centers in Arlington County. Lubber Run Park, at North Columbus Street
and North 2nd Street, sits on nearly 23 acres featuring an amphitheater, streams, nature trails, and
picnic areas for residents to enjoy. The community center is packed with community activities
for adults and children throughout the week and also serves as office space for Parks, Recreation,
and Cultural Resources Department. The community center is not handicap accessible and is not
capable of fulfilling all the needs of Buckingham and the surrounding community.
Buckingham Plaza
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Located at on the north side of North Henderson Road and east side of North George Mason
Drive, this parcel of land will serve as a gathering spot with flowering trees, benches, and
adequate lighting. Buckingham Plaza is made possible through County funding and an easement
from Arlington Public Schools. The proposed Buckingham Plaza is scheduled for opening
spring or summer of 2006.

Buckingham Community Outreach Center
Housed in two (2) two-bedroom apartments in the Gates of Ballston Apartments, this facility
serves as the Buckingham community’s only community center that offers English-language
classes, computer training, and other resources to obtain employment.

Librari
es
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The closest community library is Central Library located at 1015 North Quincy Street in the
Ballston-Virginia Square Civic Association, although there is a satellite library located in the
Buckingham Outreach Center.
Churches
Buckingham has a few churches
within its boundaries, the most
prominent of which is St. Thomas
More Cathedral.

Post Office The nearest post office is the
Buckingham Post Office, located at 235
North Glebe Road. See the History section
for more detailed information on the
Buckingham Post Office.

Fire and Rescue Service
Ballston Fire Station #2, located at 4805 Wilson Boulevard, is the nearest Fire Station and
Rescue Service, located within the Bluemont Civic Association.

Demographics
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Buckingham's Racial/Ethnic Diversity

Asian
11%

Black
5%

Other
3%

Hispanic/Latino

46%
White
35%

Hispanic/Latino
White
Asian
Black
Other

Buckingham’s demographic statistics from the 2000 census demonstrates a growing population
that is among the most culturally diverse civic associations in North Arlington. There are several
related statistics that are important to note and should guide Arlington County planners for the
future.
The population demographics show 47 percent of the Buckingham population is
Hispanic/Latino; 33 percent is White; 11 percent Asian Pacific Islander; and 6 percent African
American. Not surprisingly, Buckingham has a high number of foreign-born residents: 77
percent of who are from Latin America (mainly El Salvador, Bolivia, Mexico, and Peru); 18
percent are from Asia (mainly Pakistan); 3 percent are from Africa; and 2 percent are from
Europe.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau (2000)
Statistics regarding income and poverty create many challenges. The median household income
is $42,571 with 15 percent of households earning less than $15,000. Sixty-eight percent (68%)
of Buckingham residents are low/moderate income persons, and 14 percent live in poverty.
Adding to Buckingham’s diversity, nearly 17 percent of Buckingham’s residents are children and
10 percent are senior citizens.

Chapter 2
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HISTORY OF THE BUCKINGHAM COMMUNITY
The Buckingham Neighborhood Conservation Plan (NCP) encompasses an area at 77o 7' West
longitude and 38o 52' North latitude. The triangle’s northwest corner is at the intersection of
North Carlin Springs Road and North Glebe Road (Virginia Route 120), about a quarter of a mile
south of the Ballston Metro Station. Its southwest corner is at the intersection of North
Henderson Road and Arlington Boulevard (U.S. Route 50), while its east corner is at the
intersection of North Glebe Road and Arlington Boulevard.
The Plan's area is located near the eastern edge of the Piedmont geological region, approximately
250 to 275 feet above sea level. The area's ground elevations are highest near its northwest
corner and lowest near Arlington Blvd. Soil of the Leonardstown silt loam type covered the area
until development began.
A divide running between North Glebe Road and Wilson Boulevard north of the Buckingham
area separates the watersheds of Four Mile Run and Spout Run. Before construction of the area's
storm sewer system, most of Buckingham's waters drained southeast into Doctors Branch
(Doctors Run) of Four Mile Run. After crossing the present path of Arlington Blvd., these
waters descended steeply through the fall line (the division between the hard metamorphic rocks
of the Piedmont and the easily-eroded softer sedimentary rocks of the coastal plain) in the deep
valley of Doctors Branch, running south in the Branch a short distance east of the present route
of S. George Mason Drive.
These waters entered Four Mile Run a short distance above the lower end of the fall line and of
the western edge of the coastal plain. They then slowed while traveling east through the gently
sloping coastal plain until reaching the tidal Four Mile Creek and Potomac River immediately
south of National Airport. From there, the waters flowed down the Potomac River to the
Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic Ocean.
In the western portion of its area, Buckingham's waters drained southwest into Lubber Run.
After crossing the present route of George Mason Drive, the waters descended steeply through
the fall line in a valley to enter Four Mile Run about a mile upstream of the mouth of Doctors
Branch.
Prehistoric Period: Before 1492
The Buckingham area contains no known evidence of human habitation that proceeded the
period of European settlement. American Indians likely traveled through the area for at least
3000 years preceding this settlement; however, the Indian's own settlements were generally
located near larger rivers and streams than had existed in and near Buckingham.

Colonial Period: 1492-1776
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Following Christopher Columbus' 1492 visit to the Americas, the Spanish crown laid claim to
the entire North American continent. However, the Spanish did not settle large parts of the
continent and were thus unable to fully enforce their claim. Rival European nations therefore
issued competing claims upon the continent, which they began to implement by establishing
settlements during the early 17th century.
In April, 1606, King James I of England issued a charter to the Virginia Company of London
(the London Company), whose first name commemorated the preceding English monarch,
Queen Elizabeth I (the "Virgin Queen"). On May 13, 1607, the London Company's settlers
landed on Jamestown Island near the mouth of the James River in tidewater Virginia, where they
established “James Citie” (the Jamestown Settlement), the first permanent English settlement in
North America.
During the following year, Captain John Smith sailed up the Chesapeake Bay from the
Jamestown Settlement to the Potomac River, mapping the River up to the base of Little Falls,
near the present site of Chain Bridge. Near the present site of the 14th Street bridges, Smith
encountered the residents of an Indian village whose name translated to "Nameroughquena.”
Captain Smith noted at that time that the local Indians, whom he termed "Salvages", appeared to
speak in the Delaware dialect of the Algonquian linguistic group. These "Salvages" were likely
Necostins, who were members of the Powhatan Confederacy, a loose grouping of Indian tribes
that occupied much of Northern Virginia. However, at the time of Smith's visit, the Necostins
were asserting their independence from Chief Powhatan, who primarily ruled near the James
River.
In 1632, England’s King Charles I granted the Potomac River and adjacent lands to the north and
east to Cecil Calvert, 2nd Lord Baltimore. Although King Charles was subsequently beheaded,
his grant established the northern and eastern limits of Virginia, and ultimately, of Arlington
County.
In 1645, Northumberland County was established in Virginia’s Northern Neck, which lay west
of the Chesapeake Bay between the Rappahannock and Potomac Rivers. This was the first
English county that encompassed Buckingham's area.
In 1649, King Charles II, while living in exile during the Oliver Cromwell Commonwealth in
England, granted all unseated lands in Northumberland County to seven followers, including two
Culpeper cousins. Although King Charles lacked the ability to implement his grant at that time,
his action established the Northern Neck Proprietary.
In 1653, increasing European settlement created the impetus for the establishment of
Westmoreland County in the northern portion of Northumberland County. Five years later,
Oliver Cromwell died, and in 1660, the English crown was restored to Charles II
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In 1664, the Buckingham area became a part of Stafford County, which was established at that
time in the northern portion of Westmoreland County. In May, 1669, Charles II granted a new
charter for the Northern Neck Proprietary. Thomas, 2nd Lord Culpeper, Baron of Thoresbury,
and Thomas, 5th Baron of Cameron had by that time acquired the interests of the original
grantees. However, neither ever visited their holdings.
Shortly thereafter, in October 1669, the English Crown granted to Captain Robert Howson in
exchange for the transportation of 120 settlers a patent that supposedly contained 6000 acres of
Northern Virginia land. The area of this patent contained all of the unseated land in an area
between the Potomac River and an unsurveyed boundary line that ran one to two miles west of
the River from a point on Hunting Creek (the southern border of the future City of Alexandria) in
a north-northwest direction to a point near Clarendon on a westward extension of a line that now
forms the northern boundaries of Arlington Cemetery and Fort Myer.
The Howson patent was the last royal patent granted in Northern Virginia outside of the
Northern Neck Proprietary. Although its actual boundaries had not yet been surveyed, its area
encompassed the eastern portions of the present Arlington County and City of Alexandria.
One year after the Crown granted the Howson patent, John Alexander purchased the patent from
Captain Howson for 6,000 pounds of tobacco (one pound of tobacco per acre). However, Mr.
Alexander chose to live elsewhere.
By 1679, as a result of incursions by hostile Indian tribes from the north and by European
settlers, Indians no longer permanently resided in the area that would become Arlington. In
1688, King Charles II granted a final charter for the Northern Neck Proprietary to Thomas, 2nd
Lord Culpeper.
Because of the lack of an accurate survey, nobody knew at the time whether the future
Buckingham area lay within the Proprietary or whether it lay within the area of Howson patent.
Thus, people who presumably owned properties in and near Buckingham had no assurance for
many years that they actually held clear titles to their lands.
In 1693, Thomas, 6th Lord Fairfax, 6th Baron of Cameron, was born at Leeds Castle, Kent
County, England. Thomas subsequently inherited the Northern Neck Proprietary in 1719.
In 1725, Thomas, Lord Fairfax, while still residing in England, issued to Robert Bates a 525-acre
grant in Stafford County that included nearly all of the Buckingham area. In 1730, that area
became a part of the new Prince William County.
In 1737, John Warner surveyed the Northern Neck Proprietary for Thomas, Lord Fairfax. His
survey showed that the Proprietary, which extended westward from the Chesapeake Bay between
outlets of the Rappahannock and Potomac Rivers to the source of the north fork of the Potomac
River, contained more than 5.2 million acres.
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By 1740, the first known road had been built through the Buckingham area. Later named Glebe
Road, this road traveled from the future site of the Town of Alexandria to the future site of Chain
Bridge, where Pimmit Run descends in a gentle grade down a narrow valley to the Potomac
River. Named for the glebe (the land belonging to a parish church) of Fairfax Parish through
which it passed, the road ultimately grew to become a major thoroughfare in Arlington and
Alexandria.
A short distance northwest of Buckingham, this road crossed in 1740 a road that traveled
between Falls Church and the future site of Rosslyn. Known for many years as the GeorgetownFalls Church Road, the intersecting road became Wilson Blvd during the 20th century. The
intersection between the two roads acquired the name of Balls Crossroads (or Balls Crossing)
after Ball's Tavern was built there. As time passed, the intersection became the site of a growing
village that acquired the name of Ballston in 1895. As more time passed, Ballston became the
western end of the county’s Rosslyn-Ballston development corridor, whose height and density is
still increasing.
In 1742, the Buckingham area became a part of Fairfax County. This county, named in honor of
Thomas, Lord Fairfax, was created out of the northern portion of Prince William County to
accommodate the increasing settlement in the area.
In 1746, Daniel Jennings performed at the request of Gerrard Alexander, a great grandson of
John Alexander, the first known survey of the Howson patent. The survey demonstrated that the
patent, actually contained 8,000 acres, rather than the 6,000 acres for which John Alexander had
earlier paid.
The western boundary of the area that Jennings surveyed passed about one-quarter of a mile east
of the present intersection of North Glebe Road and Arlington Boulevard (the east corner of the
Buckingham NCP area). The location of this boundary confirmed that Thomas, Lord Fairfax,
had properly granted the future Buckingham neighborhood to Robert Bates two decades earlier,
as the neighborhood's site proved to be within the Northern Neck Proprietary, rather than within
the area that the Howson patent had encompassed.
In 1747, Thomas, Lord Fairfax, immigrated to Virginia, becoming the first Proprietor of the
Northern Neck to live on its property. Except for short intervals, he continued to reside in
Virginia until his death in 1781, whereupon the Commonwealth of Virginia confiscated the
Proprietary when its heir remained in England.
In 1749, the Virginia General Assembly enacted legislation that created the town of Alexandria
on 60 acres of land on the Potomac River north of Hunting Creek. Most of the area's
development gradually extended outward from that focus and from a focus at Georgetown,
leaving Buckingham in a rural state for nearly two centuries.
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By 1760, Daniel Jennings, Jr., had acquired a property that included the northern part of
Buckingham. Jennings, five slaves, and several tenants lived on this property. William Harding
owned a property containing the southern part of Buckingham. Four slaves lived on this
property.
Revolutionary War to Civil War: 1776 – 1861
The Revolutionary War apparently had little or no impact on the Buckingham area, which was
still rural. There is no evidence that troops passed through or fought in the area during the
conflict.
In 1791, the first Congress passed legislation that established the location of the federal capital in
a 100 square mile territory that Virginia and Maryland would cede to the U.S. government.
However, the legislation contained a provision that prohibited the construction of any federal
offices on the Virginia side of the Potomac River. This provision helped ensure that
Buckingham would remain rural for nearly one-and-a-half more centuries.
Andrew Ellicott's 1791-1792 survey of the boundaries of the future District of Columbia placed
the portion of Fairfax County that contained Buckingham within the area that Virginia would
cede to the federal government. In 1801, an Act of Congress established the County of
Alexandria, D.C., within which Buckingham then lay.
Because Alexandria County lacked a strong federal presence, local support developed for a
retrocession of the county to the Commonwealth of Virginia. In 1846, Congress authorized the
retrocession, and in 1847, the County of Alexandria, Virginia, was organized pursuant to
Virginia authorizing legislation.
During this period, the 98-acre Virgil Corbett estate and farm was established in the southeastern
part of the Buckingham NC Plan area. At about the same time, Thomas Jefferson Cathcart, a son
of James Leander Cathcart (consul to Tripoli and Consul General to Spain under Presidents John
Adams, Thomas Jefferson and James Madison) purchased and farmed the portion of the
Buckingham area that lay northwest of the future route of Henderson Road.
Civil War to 20th Century: 1861 -1900
In 1861, Virginia seceded from the United States and joined the Confederate States of America.
One day after the sucession, Union Army troops invaded Alexandria County. Shortly thereafter,
Union and Confederate troops skirmished near Balls Crossroads, perhaps in the Buckingham
area.
Between 1861 and the end of the Civil War (known in the South as the "War of Northern
Aggression” and in the North as the "War of the Rebellion"), the Union Army cut down much of
Alexandria County's woodlands to support their activities and to detect Confederate incursions.
In addition, the Army constructed a number of forts and camps throughout Alexandria County,
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which primarily served as a staging area for the Union’s Army of the Potomac. While none of
these facilities were in or near the Buckingham area, the Army raised an observation balloon
near Balls Crossroads on several occasions.
After the Civil War ended in 1865, those Virginians who could demonstrate that they had
remained loyal to the Union received compensation for losses due to Army activities; those that
could not, did not. It is open to question as to whether any of Buckingham's residents received
any such compensation.
In 1870, Alexandria City separated from Alexandria County. The future Buckingham area was
placed in the new Arlington Magisterial District of Alexandria County, which had its own court
house in Alexandria City. Two other such districts, the Washington Magisterial District and the
Jefferson Magisterial Districts, were also established within the county.
By 1878, Alexandria County had constructed near Buckingham the future Carlin Springs Road,
which at that time ended at the century-old Georgetown-Falls Church Road (Wilson Blvd.) west
of Balls Crossroads. The road, which connected the Balls Crossroads area with the Carlin
Springs area south of Four Mile Run, traveled near Lubber Run along the present route of North
Abingdon Street west of the Buckingham area, rather than on its present route. At that time,
Emily B. Corbett owned a house near Glebe Road in the southeastern portion of the Buckingham
area.
In 1886, Arthur W. Cathcart, a mechanical engineer who was a son of Thomas Jefferson
Cathcart, married a daughter of Virgil Corbett, merging the Virgil Corbett and Cathcart estates
into one family's ownership. The Cathcart farm, as it was then called, contained nearly all of the
property on which the Buckingham neighborhood would later be developed.
In 1893-1894, John B. Henderson, Jr., purchased three adjacent properties totaling 134 acres
immediately south of the Cathcart farm. Mr. Henderson, the son of a U.S. senator from
Missouri, was a lawyer and diplomat whose primary interests lay in marine biology.
Although his primary residence remained in a mansion in Washington, D.C., Mr. Henderson
constructed on his Virginia property in 1894 a two-story wood and plaster Swiss-style house as a
country estate. A stone driveway lined by trees led from the house to a road eventually named
"Henderson Road" that traveled to Glebe Road through the future Buckingham neighborhood
between the properties of the Cathcart and Corbett families.
In 1896, the Washington, Arlington and Falls Church Railroad opened an electric trolley line
along the future routes of North Fairfax Drive and Metrorail's Orange Line. Although the
densely-developed Rosslyn-Ballston corridor subsequently grew along its route, the trolley's
major effect on the Buckingham area was to shift the path of development northwards from Balls
Crossroads to a new community named Central Ballston that grew along the line.
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In 1898, a new Alexandria County Courthouse was constructed near the trolley line close to the
present sites of the Arlington County courthouse and office building. Arthur W. Cathcart served
on the commission that acquired the property on which Courthouse was built.
Early 20th Century: 1901-1930
By 1908, Arlington County had constructed a road along the present route of North Carlin
Springs Road near the future Buckingham area. The road connected the older road from the
Carlin Springs area to an intersection on Glebe Road southeast of Balls Crossroads. This
intersection now forms the northeast corner of the Buckingham NC Plan area. In 1908, a road
named Cathcart Road traveled south from Glebe Road through the Cathcart farm into the future
Buckingham NC Plan area.
By 1915, several small buildings had been constructed in the Buckingham area along Glebe
Road. Cathcart Road had been extended eastward to reach Fort Myer. After the First World
War ended in 1918, Cathcart Road was renamed as Pershing Drive to commemorate General
John J. (Black Jack) Pershing.
In 1920, Alexandria County was renamed to Arlington County to reduce confusion with
Alexandria City. The Buckingham area remained in the Arlington Magisterial District of the
County.
During the 1920's, automobiles, trucks and buses came into common use, competing with
trolleys and railways and creating an impetus for new paved roads. By 1927, a community
named Glebewood had developed in the Buckingham area southeast of the intersection of
Pershing Drive and Glebe Road, in the vicinity of the future Arlington Boulevard.
South of Glebewood, Swidells Junior College, a girls school which by 1931 had been named
Arlington Hall, operated around 1927 on a large property that an entity named Sullins College
then owned. Northwest of Glebewood, a new road named Detroit Street traveled in the
Buckingham area parallel to Glebe Road, connecting Henderson Road to the present route of
North Carlin Springs Road, which at that time was named Carlin Drive.
Mid-20th Century: 1931-1970
In 1931, ground was broken in Falls Church for National Boulevard, the nation's first
transcontinental highway specifically designed for motor vehicles. Soon renamed to Lee
Memorial Boulevard and then to Lee Boulevard, the federal government initially expected the
highway to travel from Washington, D.C., westward through the South to end near the Pacific
Ocean in southern California.
However, the highway was only constructed along its original route in Virginia and Texas. Later
designated in Arlington as U.S. Route 50, the 3,073 mile-long road now travels west through the
nation's midsection from Ocean City, Maryland to Sacramento, California, passing near or
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through Washington, D.C., Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, central Colorado, Carson City and
Lake Tahoe. Although U.S. 50 once crossed California to terminate near the Pacific in San
Francisco, an interstate highway replaced its western end in 1972.
In 1932, Arlington County reorganized itself to eliminate its magisterial districts and to become a
unitary entity. As part of the reorganization, the county established its present county manager
form of government.
In 1933, Lee Boulevard was paved along the present southern border of the Buckingham
neighborhood. The paving coincided with the beginning of a period of rapid growth for the
federal government in Washington at the start of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal.
As a result, Lee Boulevard’s construction gave neighboring property owners an immediate
impetus to subdivide their farms and estates and to sell their properties to speculators and
developers. Before very long, a number of new residential communities that motor vehicles
could conveniently serve would begin to grow near the Boulevard’s route through Arlington.
Around 1935, the Thomas J. Cathcart subdivision was established in the area of the Cathcart
farm that lay northwest of Pershing Drive. At the same time, the Parmalee subdivision was
established west of Henderson Road near Lee Boulevard, on property that had once been part of
the Henderson estate. Thus began the process that would soon replace the area’s farms and
estates with buildings, streets, parking lots, young trees and grassy lawns.
By that time, the first part of the future George Mason Drive had been constructed between Lee
Boulevard and Henderson Road. Lucy and Sarah Ball owned a parcel of property in that vicinity
between Henderson Road and Pershing Drive, north of Lee Boulevard.
Also at about that time, the federal Post Office Department began to plan the construction of a
central post office for Arlington County. Located near a trolley line in Clarendon (the county's
primary business area), the central post office would replace a number of individual community
post offices that then existed throughout the county.
When making these plans, the Post Office Department found that many Arlington communities
had street names and numbers that were similar or identical to those in other communities in the
county. As a condition for building the central post office (whose construction began in 1937),
the Post Office Department required the county to rename its streets to permit the Department to
deliver mail that senders would soon address to Arlington, rather than to community post offices.
In 1935, the county therefore gave new names to many of its streets. The naming system made
the new Lee Boulevard a dividing line within the county. Sequentially numbered streets
followed by geographical designators crossed the Boulevard (if they reached it). Streets with
alphabetically-sequenced names that were preceded by geographical designators traveled parallel
to the Boulevard in its vicinity. Many of Arlington’s streets therefore acquired in 1935 such
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names as First Street North and North Quincy Street north of Lee Boulevard and First Street
South and South Quincy Street south of the Boulevard. However, some of these changes did not
last very long.
In the Buckingham area, Detroit Street, which had traveled between Carlin Drive (now North
Carlin Springs Road) and Henderson Road, became North Utah Street in 1935. However, soon
after county renamed Detroit Street, a new extension of the street to North Pershing Drive
acquired the inconsistent name of North Thomas Street. The name of this extension appears to
have commemorated Thomas Jefferson Cathcart.
Before long, the street’s name and length had changed again. The short section of the street
originally named Detroit Street that had been renamed 1935 as North Utah Street became in
1938 the west end of North Thomas Street, which by then extended east of Henderson Road into
the Buckingham community. Fortunately for confused area residents and others, some of the
area's major routes (Henderson Road, Glebe Road and Lee Boulevard) kept their older names, at
least for a while.
However, the naming of Carlin Springs Road proved to be particularly vexing. In 1931, Carlin
Springs Road traveled near Lubber Run to Wilson Boulevard, west of Balls Crossroads. The
connecting street that ended at Glebe Road southeast of Balls Crossroads still bore the name of
Carlin Drive.
When the county renamed its streets in 1935, Carlin Springs Road became North Abingdon
Street. Carlin Drive became North Carlin Springs Road.
However, the county’s 1938 maps misidentified the new route of North Carlin Springs Road as
North “Carlyn” Springs Road, perhaps reflecting spelling in the name of the Glencarlyn
subdivision, which had earlier borne the name of Carlin Springs. When the county corrected its
spelling error around 1970, North Carlyn Springs Road again became North Carlin Springs
Road.
When they opened along North “Carlyn” Springs Road in the 1960s, the Buckingham area’s
Park Carlyn Apartments and Carlyn Springs Apartments contained the misspelled word within
their own names. As their names have not changed, the Apartments continue to memorialize the
1938 misspelling, which remained on official county maps for three decades.
Elsewhere in 1935, Allie S. Freed, Clarence Stein and Henry Wright founded in New York City
a company that they named Paramount Communities, Inc. Freed, the company’s president, was
the owner of Paramount Motors Corporation (a taxi manufacturer), the chairman of the
influential Committee for Economic Recovery and an associate of President Roosevelt. Stein, a
developer of several residential communities throughout the nation, served as general manager.
Wright, a well-known proponent of the Garden City movement, served as the company’s planner
and architect.
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By 1936, Paramount Communities, Inc., had purchased much of the land of the Thomas J.
Cathcart subdivision and areas surrounding it between North Carlin Springs Road, North Glebe
Road, and Lee Boulevard. In December 1936, Paramount began construction of the Buckingham
garden apartment complex through a subsidiary named Buckingham Community, Inc. South of
the intersection of North Glebe Road and North Henderson Road, the Buckingham Community
developed on the portion of the Thomas J. Cathcart subdivision that Virgil Corbett and his family
had earlier farmed during the middle of the 19th century.
Market-rate loans from the New Deal's Federal Housing Authority financed much of the
Buckingham Community's development. The second major garden apartment complex built in
Arlington and one of the largest in the nation, the project was Henry Wright's last such effort.
Utilizing assembly line methods that Allie Freed had developed at Paramount Motors, the first
units of the 1200-unit Buckingham Community opened during 1937. By the time of America's
entry into the Second World War in 1941, the project was largely completed on a 120-acre site
surrounding a retail center at the intersection of North Pershing Drive and North Glebe Road.

Circa 1937 Photographs of Allie
Freed’s Buckingham Housing Project Planned
by Henry Wright
On November 27, 1937, Eleanor Roosevelt (the
nation’s First Lady) visited the growing garden
apartment complex. She recorded her
impressions of the project in her daily “My Day”
column, stating, "It is a delightful development ... well planned .... gives one a feeling that there
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is a possibility of doing many things on a community basis that would make life easier for the
individual family."
The developer's promotional material was no less effusive. In 1941, an advertisement appeared
in the Washington Post that stated, "Glamour attaches itself unmistakably to residential life in
Buckingham, for this is an apartment community straight from the fountainhead of American
culture with all of the charm and loveliness of old America keyed to modern living ... so that
beauty and economy fuse into inspired perfection."
Although originally intended for middle income tenants, Buckingham's promotional efforts
attracted many tenants in the upper middle income range. Despite this, the new community
failed to charm all of its residents.
In 1938, a group of Buckingham tenants asked Arlington County to declare the community's
incinerator a "public nuisance" because of the smoke and odors that the facility was exhaling. In
1941, a number of these tenants staged a strike because of the multiple rent increases that their
landlord had imposed.
In 1939, the 40-year old electric trolley line along North Fairfax Drive, which at that time was
named the Arlington & Fairfax Railroad, ended operations after falling victim to the internal
combustion engine, the Depression, and taxpayer-supported road building and paving programs.
For the next 40 years, Buckingham's only nearby form of public transportation would the bus.
Also in 1939, the Buckingham Theatre opened on the north side of North Glebe Road east of
North Pershing Drive. Although the theater is long gone, its building has held since 1990 the
latest reincarnation of the Buckingham Post Office, which first opened nearby in 1940 at 301
North Glebe Road.
By 1939, Buckingham Community's early residents had formed the Buckingham Civic
Association, the first of several similarly-named organizations that came and went throughout
the years. The Association's monthly newsletter bore the name of "The Buckaroo."
In 1940, construction of a portion of the present Arlington Forest community began on the
portion of the former Parmalee subdivision that lay immediately south of the present
Buckingham NCP area. Developers of the Arlington Forest community preserved woodland on
the slopes of the deep valley within which Lubber Run passes through the fall line. This
woodland, now in Lubber Run Park, presently separates two portions of the Arlington Forest
community from each other.
By 1942, with the Buckingham Community having been largely completed, North George
Mason Drive extended from Lee Boulevard past North Pershing Drive to North Henderson Road
at the west end of the new development. There the road stopped, blocked by a piece of public
property that held the county’s Kate Waller Barrett School.
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During and after the Second World War, a U.S. Army officers club occupied the former
Henderson residence, a short distance west of the Barrett School. Some of the officers attending
the club's functions likely worked at the nearby Arlington Hall (formerly the Arlington Hall Girls
School), which in 1942 had become the home of the U.S. Army’s Signal Intelligence Service
(the Army’s code-breaking establishment). In 1993, Arlington Hall became the site of the U.S.
State Department’s National Foreign Affairs Training Center, which was renamed in 2002 as the
George P. Schultz National Foreign Affairs Training Center.
In 1951, Arlington County acquired the old Henderson residence for use as a recreation center.
However, a fire during a 1954 hurricane destroyed the building soon afterwards. The county
subsequently replaced the structure with the current Lubber Run Recreation Center.
Also in 1951, the Parkington shopping center opened across Glebe Road from the northwest
corner of the Buckingham NC Plan area. Subsequently redeveloped in 1984 by the May
Company as Ballston Common mall, Parkington reputedly had one of the largest parking garages
in the U.S. when it opened.
In 1952, Lee Boulevard’s name changed to Arlington Boulevard. The change ended twenty
years of confusion between the names of the Boulevard and Lee Highway (U.S. Route 29),
which both traveled through or near Arlington, Falls Church and Fairfax County.
Between 1945 and 1965, those portions of the Buckingham NCP area not previously developed
largely filled up with garden apartments and single family housing. In 1953, the last units of the
1200-unit Buckingham garden apartment complex were completed, ending a twelve year wartime and post-war hiatus during which no new Buckingham Community buildings had opened.
Between 1956 and 1959, North George Mason Drive was extended from North Henderson Road
through the county's Barrett School property to reach North Park Drive. The extension separated
a small undeveloped piece of this property north of North George Mason Drive from the school
and the remainder of its property south of the Drive. In 2005, the Arlington County Board
transferred this forested piece of public property to the county's Parks division, making it the
Buckingham NCP area's first public park.
By 1961, the county had extended North George Mason Drive from North Park Drive past
Lubber Run to North “Carlyn” Springs Road. This extension largely completed the Buckingham
NCP area's presently existing street network. In subsequent years, the county would further
extend the Drive both north and south of the Buckingham NC Plan area to enable the Drive to
eventually bisect much of the county.
In 1964, Paramount Communities, Inc., built the Chatham Apartments on the north side of
Arlington Blvd., west of North George Mason Drive. The building's name commemorates
Chatham Village in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which Clarence Stein and Henry Wright developed
in the early 1930’s.
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In 1965, the Buckingham Swim Club opened on the northeast side of Glebe Road near the north
end of North Henderson Road, providing a much-needed community pool to the growing
Buckingham neighborhood. During the same year, the Ku Klux Klan picketed to support
continuation of the Buckingham community's long-standing "whites only" rental policy.
Counter-demonstrators opposing the Klan's position soon also appeared in the neighborhood.
Shortly thereafter, the 1968 federal Fair Housing Act made such arguments moot.
Late 20th Century: 1971 – 2000
In 1973, Paramount Communities, Inc., built the Hyde Park Apartments at the west corner of
North Glebe Road and North Henderson Road, directly across North Glebe Road from the
Buckingham Swim Club and across North Henderson Road from the Buckingham Community’s
apartments. The name of this high-rise apartment building commemorates London’s Hyde Park,
a royal park that is a short distance away from Buckingham Palace. The Hyde Park building
remains the Buckingham NCP area's tallest structure.
In 1975, the Culpepper Garden apartment building opened between North Henderson Road and
North Pershing Drive, southwest of North George Mason Drive. The Unitarian Church of
Arlington constructed this federally subsidized eight story housing project for low income
elderly residents on a 4.7-acre site that it bought from a member of its church, “Dr.” Charles
Washington Culpepper.
After purchasing his property in 1924, “Dr.” Culpepper, who was an amateur horticulturist,
established a garden that he decorated with a wide variety of flowers, shrubs, bamboo and other
plants, while also hybridizing daffodils. According to a 1973 article in the Washington Evening
Star and Daily News, “Dr.” Culpeper lived on his property for 45 years, but decided to sell it
after the garden experienced increasing vandalism. However, “Dr.” Culpepper was only able to
conclude the sale after some of his neighbors unsuccessfully sued to block the transaction. The
garden next to the building that now bears his name continues the site’s botanical tradition.
By 1978, passing years without major renovations had taken their toll on Paramount
Communities, Inc.'s, properties in the Buckingham NCP area. In that year, James B. Klingbiel
purchased Paramount Communities, Inc., for $48 million, thus acquiring the Hyde Park
apartment building, the Chatham apartment building, and Buckingham Community. When
making his purchase, Mr. Klingbiel announced his plans to renovate his properties, perhaps
converting some units to condominiums.
Shortly thereafter, in 1980, the Hyde Park apartments were converted to condominiums. In
1981, the Chatham apartments and then later a portion of the Buckingham community (Arlington
Oaks) similarly underwent condominium conversions.
In response, some of the Buckingham community's alarmed residents formed the Buckingham
Tenants Association to express their concerns about the planned renovations, which they
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believed might increase their rents or cause their displacements. The tenants' protests succeeded
in delaying further renovations and condominium conversions for a number of years.
As a perhaps inevitable result, the remaining rental units in the Buckingham community
continued to deteriorate during the following decade. This led to an exodus of the community's
more affluent residents and created a major population shift in the Buckingham NCP area.
Although the community's population sharply increased, the Buckingham Tenants Association
dissolved. Simultaneously, the area’s crime rate increased until it ranked among the highest in
the entire County. This ranking continued until at least 2004.
By 1990, 58 percent of the households in the portion of the Buckingham NCP area
approximately bounded by Glebe Road, Arlington Blvd., Henderson Street, Park Drive and
Carlin Springs Road were of moderate or low-income, compared to 30 percent of the county as a
whole. Educational levels in this area fell far below the county's average. By 1990,
approximately 27 percent of the area's residents lacked a high school diploma, in contrast to the
County's average of 13 percent. Approximately 44 percent of this area's residents were foreignborn in 1990; 80 percent of these had arrived in the United States between 1980 and 1990. Many
of the new arrivals lacked adequate communication skills in the English language.
During the same period of time, a different type of change was beginning a short distance north
of the Buckingham NCP area. In 1979, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority's
(WMATA's) Metrorail Orange Line opened between Rosslyn and Ballston. The route of this
underground electric rail line followed the former route along North Fairfax Drive of the
Arlington & Fairfax Railroad's electric trolleys.
The opening of the Orange Line created an impetus for a wave of new high-density commercial
and residential development along the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor. This impetus was particularly
strong in Ballston, which now had a Metrorail station and, beginning in 1984, access to a new
interstate highway that linked Washington, D.C., to the Capital Beltway west of Arlington.
The new freeway, dually designated in Arlington as the Custis Memorial Highway and I-66,
followed between Rosslyn and Ballston a former line of the Washington & Old Dominion
Railroad, which had closed in 1968. Between Ballston and Falls Church, the highway traversed
the former route of the Arlington & Fairfax Railroad, while Metrorail traveled in the highway's
median.
To help guide the new development that these transportation improvements would attract, the
Arlington County Board approved in 1980 the Ballston Sector Plan. This Sector Plan
encompassed the northwestern portion of the Buckingham NCP area.
The Ballston Sector Plan's Concept Plan showed that, in the Buckingham NCP area, commercial
establishments should line Glebe Road, while the adjacent residential neighborhood within the
Buckingham NCP area should be preserved. To protect this and other nearby neighborhoods, the
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Concept Plan stressed in its "Neighborhood Conservation" section the development of effective
buffers and transitions between existing low-density and planned high-density areas. The
"Neighborhood Conservation" section also proposed changes in the street network to protect
neighborhoods from increased traffic, as well as other public improvements to enhance the
vitality of these neighborhoods.
However, the county government did not always adhere to these planning principles. In 1991,
the county began to hold hearings on the potential designation of the former Buckingham
Community as a County Historic District. The owners of the affected properties opposed this
designation, claiming that it would restrict their ability to renovate and improve their properties.
Despite these objections, the Arlington County Board approved in 1993 the designation of about
half of the area of the former Buckingham Community as a County Historic District. By taking
this action, the Board prohibited the owners in the designated area from making any permanent
external alterations to their properties unless they first either obtained certificates of
appropriateness from the County government or offered their properties for sale for at least a
year.
When establishing the Historic District, the County Board excluded from the District most of the
former Buckingham Community’s apartment buildings in the Buckingham NC Plan area, as well
as the Buckingham swimming pool. Shortly thereafter, the county demolished the historic pool
and one of the apartment buildings when it extended North Quincy Street to connect Wilson
Blvd. with North Glebe Road and North Henderson Road and to provide nearby property owners
with new opportunities for high-density development.
When approving its final plan for the North Quincy Street extension, the Arlington County
Board disregarded protests by neighborhood residents and by several local civic associations.
The protesters contended that the new road would not only destroy historic neighborhood
features but would also increase traffic on North Henderson Road and other streets in residential
neighborhoods.
The North Quincy Street extension additionally displaced much of a WMATA bus yard that had
serviced many regional buses that had traveled on routes in Fairfax County. Deciding not to
fund a reconstruction of WMATA's facilities, the Fairfax County government replaced many of
its Metrobus routes with a new locally-controlled bus service, the Fairfax Connector.
Shortly after it completed construction of the North Quincy Street extension, the Arlington
County government erected and ceremoniously dedicated a historic marker for Buckingham
where the new street met North Glebe Road. The ceremony took place near the former sites of
the historic building and pool that the County had recently destroyed.
In 1995, “The Carlin” high-rise apartment building was constructed with funding from taxexempt bonds in the northwest corner of the Buckingham NCP area, immediately adjacent to a
three-story garden apartment building. In contrast, the Ballston Sector Plan's Concept Plan had
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earlier placed the new building's location within a residential neighborhood preservation area.
The "Illustrative Plan" within the Concept Plan had not proposed any new development on the
new building's site.
During the early 1990's a new tenant association, the Gates of Arlington Tenants
Association, was started when rumors started that the owners of four villages at the Gates of
Arlington (a 400-plus unit affordable housing apartment complex) and Buckingham Village
would sell and renovate their properties. This tenant association was active during the 1990's
and eventually became the BU-GATA (Buckingham – Gates of Arlington Tenants Association).
When the owners of the Gates of Arlington later sought to demolish their buildings and to
construct new market-rate units, BU-GATA and other community residents worked together
with housing experts and county officials to stop the proposed project, which was located within
boundaries of the County’s Buckingham Historic District. With the help of the county
government, the owners sold the complex to a local non-profit organization, the Arlington
Housing Corporation (AHC, Inc.). After renaming the “Gates of Arlington” to “Gates of
Ballston”, the AHC, Inc., is renovating its rental units while preserving its buildings’ exteriors.
In addition, the AHC, Inc., is now constructing a new condominium building on the former site
of the Buckingham Community’s malodorous incinerator.
In contrast to the former privately-owned Buckingham Community and "Gates of Arlington", the
AHC, Inc. requires seventy-five percent (75%) of the units in its “Gates of Ballston” complex be
rented to households with low and moderate incomes (less than approximately 60 percent of the
area median income for an area), permitting only twenty-five (25%) of units to be offered at
market-rate. The "Gates of Ballston" thus became the fourth such exclusive apartment project in
the Buckingham NC Plan area, sharing this distinction with Culpepper Garden, The Carlin, and
Carlyn Springs Apartments (at the east corner of North Carlin Springs Road and North Thomas
Street).
In 1999, the U.S. Department of the Interior listed a portion of the Buckingham Community
garden apartment complex on its National Register of Historic Places. That portion of the
complex thus received federal recognition of its historical significance.
In 1999, the “upscale” Harris-Teeter supermarket opened on North Glebe Road, occupying a
former Paramount Communities, Inc., property adjacent to the northwest side of the Hyde Park
condominium building. Construction of the market and its parking lot removed the last large
piece of natural open space in the Buckingham NCP area, destroying a meadow and wildflower
area that Buckingham's children had once used as a ball field.
In 2000, the Arlington County Board approved the Buckingham Neighborhood Strategy Area
Revitalization Plan. While a number of community organizations participated in the
development of this "Revitalization" plan, no neighborhood civic association represented the
largest part of Strategy Area in the planning process.
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Throughout the 1990’s, various efforts were made to have street festivals to celebrate the
diversity of Buckingham’s residents. In 2000, a group of residents came together to establish an
annual tradition of a Buckingham Community Festival. The Buckingham Community Festival
continues to this day as an annual event celebrating the diversity of our cultures.
21st Century: 2001-2005:
An enduring testament to the cultural diversity of this historic neighborhood, a colorful
mural decorates the wall of Glebe Market, at the corner of North Pershing Drive and North
Glebe Road. The mural was designed and painted by the Buckingham Youth Brigade, an afterschool teen program sponsored by the BU-GATA Tenants Association and funded through
Arlington’s Community Development Block Grant Program. Inaugurated in 2002, this 354square foot mural, painted in bright acrylic colors, reflects the lives and traditions of immigrant
youth -- their heroes, sports icons, and their neighbors. The central panel shows the historic
Buckingham apartment complex, where almost all of the 29 young muralists live. Directly above
the apartments are the ancient ruins and pyramids built by the pre-Columbian Olmecs, Toltecs,
Mayans, Incas and/or Aztecs, and figures playing guitars and dancing, reminding some of these
youths of their heritage.
In 2003, the Buckingham Community Civic Association was organized, becoming the first civic
association that has represented the entire neighborhood that occupies the area of the
Buckingham NCP.
In 2003-2004, the U.S. Department of the Interior expanded the boundaries of the Buckingham
Historic District listed on the National Register of Historic Places to include nearly all of the
buildings of the former Buckingham Community. The expanded boundaries of the federallylisted District encompassed an area that contained nearly twice the area of the Arlington County
government’s Buckingham Historic District. However, despite their new federal recognition,
those historic buildings listed on the National Register that were outside of the boundaries of the
county’s historic district remained unprotected by law.
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Chapter 3
LAND USE AND ZONING
Buckingham is predominantly a residential and commercial neighborhood adjacent to the
increasingly high-rise Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor. Laid out in the NCP 2004 brochure depiction
(see page 2) as somewhat the shape of a crown, with its base along North Glebe Road, the
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community consists of a largely commercial and apartment-living sector along that base (from
Ballston Commons Mall to Arlington Boulevard (U.S. Route 50); residential, religious and
charitable organizations on the south side along Arlington Boulevard; and apartments,
townhouses and a few detached single-family homes along the west side on North Henderson
Road to North George Mason Drive to North Carlin Springs Road. The north side of the crown,
along North Carlin Springs Road, includes commercial, apartment and single-family structures.
The interior of the crown is comprised largely of apartments and condos, with some townhouses
and a few single-family detached dwellings.
The community serves as an urban transition zone between the high-occupancy and high-rise
commercial, metro-rail corridor and the suburban, detached, single-family dwelling areas of
Arlington Forest, Ashton Heights and Barcroft. The transition development picture along North
Glebe Road is not completely resolved, and there will likely be future debate as to the direction
desired. No major or contentious issues regarding current land use or zoning have emerged from
the most recent survey or this later NCP review; however a number of inconsistencies have been
highlighted between current zoning and land use and between the General Land Use Plan
(GLUP) and current zoning codes. While discrepancies exist between different official maps
with respect to the exact area that comprises Buckingham, this document will use the land mass
depicted in the Neighborhood Conservation Program foldout promulgated in August 2004.
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BUCKINGHAM
NEIGHBORHOOD
CONSERVATION HOUSING
OVERVIEW
Name
APARTMENTS
Ballston Court/Mitchell
Gardens
Ballston Gardens
Buckingham Village
The Carlin
Carlyn Springs Apts
Culpepper Gardens
Gates of Ballston
Glenayr Apts
George Mason Apts
Henderson Courts
Knightbridge Apts
Park Carlyn Apts
N.Thomas St. Apts
461 N. Thomas St.
Whitefield Commons

CONDOS
Arlington Oaks
The Chatham
Hyde Park
Jackson Manor
Gates of Ballston Condos

TOWNHOMES
Ballston Crest of Buckingham
Thomas St Mews
Cathcart Springs

24-Feb-06
# of
Units

Address

518 N. Thomas St.
4312-16 N Carlin Springs
Rd.
4319 N. Pershing Dr.
4300 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4318 Carlin Springs Rd.
4435 N. Pershing Dr.
4207 N. Pershing Dr.
399 N. Park Dr.
4315-A N. 4th St.
4301 N. Henderson Rd.
210 N. Glebe Rd.
4410 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
540 N. Thomas St.
461-469 N. Thomas St.
20-204 N. Thomas St.
TOTAL UNITS

4490 N. Pershing Dr.
4501 Arlington Blvd.#103
4141 N. Henderson
Rd.#1213
4225 N. Henderson Rd
Thomas and 2nd Sts
TOTAL UNITS

501-523 N. Thomas St.
504 N. Thomas
4500-4647 N 4th Rd./420448
TOTAL UNITS
N Park
Dr.

37
27
456
162
27
273
464
156
82
80
37
48
11
26
64
1950

Built 1944
Built 1963
Built 1938-1940
Built 1995
Built 1961
Built 1974/Additions 1992 & 2000
Built 1939
Built 1944
Built 1945
Built 1959
Built 1947
Built 1964
Built 1953
Built 1949
Built 1942; Re-furbished 1985

372
249

Built 1939; Condo 1981
Built 1964; Condo 1981

322
11
19
973

Built 1973; Condo 1980
Built 1955; Condo 2005
Under construction 2006

12
12

Built 1995
Built 1998-2001

76

Built 1980

100

Single-Family Homes
374 N. Glebe Rd.
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1

Built 1940/Const Office

Oxford House Chapter-SD
Zoning

4218 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4502 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4506 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4510 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4514 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4516 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4524 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4600 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4610 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
4626 N. Carlin Springs Rd.
512 N. Park Dr.
506 N. Park Dr.
500 N. Park Dr.
450 N. Thomas St.
514 N. Thomas St.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

525 N. Thomas St.

1

4365 N. Pershing Dr
119 N. Trenton St. 15?
121 N. Trenton St. 19?
TOTAL UNITS

1
1
1
20

Not on County Real Estate Web
Site
Built 1995
Built 1976
Built 1976
Built 1976
Built 1976
Built 1912
Built 1940
Built 1922
Built 1930
Built 1995
Built 1979
Built 1979
Built 1920
Built 1920
Built 1961
Not on County Real Estate Web
Site
Built 1932
Built 1920

Land Use
Existing Residential UsesThe Buckingham neighborhood is comprised predominately of apartments and condominiums.
There are approximately 1950 rental apartment units, 973 condos, 20 detached single-family
homes and 100 town homes. Therefore, there are almost twice as many renter residents as
homeowner residents, and many rental units are in “affordable” areas. This ratio will change
dramatically with the planned replacement of a large number of apartments with townhomes in
the near future, as well as a planned condo development on North Trenton Street. At least two of
the multi-family dwellings are utilized primarily as senior-living residences. Supporting this
largely residential neighborhood, the area currently has one church, which includes a parochial
school; the Arlington Diocesan Center; a “half-way house”; and two charity headquarters
(Catholic Charities and the Arlington Chapter of the American Red Cross). The community also
utilizes a nearby park and recreation center (Lubber Run) and an adjacent elementary school
(Barrett Elementary School), all in the Arlington Forest neighborhood; a post-office, in Aston
Heights; and three adjacent churches, in Arlington Forest and Bluemont. These facilities adjoin
the Buckingham NCP neighborhood but are not included its NCP area of cognizance.
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Buckingham General Land Use Plan
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Existing Commercial UsesThe commercial properties in Buckingham are almost entirely along or adjacent to North Glebe
Road as it runs north from Arlington Boulevard to North Carlin Springs Road. Included in this
area are a commercial office building; several “fast-food’ establishments; two grocery stores;
two auto repair facilities; a used car lot; five restaurants; a pharmacy; a dog-training facility and
several retail and medical/dental offices on the ground floor of the Hyde Park Condominium
structure. Additionally, at least one orthodontist and one medical doctor have established
practices in residential locations on North Thomas Street and North Park Drive respectively.
The community is also served by an extensive commercial sector on the opposite side of North
Glebe Road that includes Ballston Commons Mall and is discussed in the Ashton Heights NCP.
The Ballston Commons Mall area is increasingly modern and useful to the Buckingham
community. The Buckingham commercial area, extending from the corner of North Pershing
Drive and south to Arlington Boulevard, though commercially useful, is generally worn and
unattractive with the exception of three newer “fast-food’ restaurants. Recommendations for
improvements to this area can be found in the Ashton Heights Neighborhood Conservation
Program, and a recent initiative approved by the Arlington County Board that will enhance the
appearance of the area with underground utilities, smarter pedestrian crossings, new street
lighting and wider sidewalks.
Recommendation #1: County government should work with community civic associations
and business organizations, utilizing all available tools, to encourage Buckingham
commercial area merchants to improve the appearance of this historic and commercially
important section of the community.
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Zoning
Current Zoning
Buckingham properties generally comply with current zoning. The exceptions can be noted in
the list below and are discussed further in section D. Eleven zoning classifications are currently
used in Buckingham as follows:
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C-0 – Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Multiple-Family Dwelling Districts - This
designation includes the office building at 200 North Glebe Road and the current parking garage
and recreational deck adjacent to Hyde Park Condominium Apartments at the corner of North
Henderson Road and North Glebe Road. The designation appears inappropriate for a parking
garage and recreational deck, but no zoning zone change has been requested by the owner, and
the designation provides for later commercial development as this sector develops into the higher
density transition zone envisioned in the General Land Use Plan.
C-0-1.5 – Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Apartments Districts (maximum floor area to
site 1.5:1) – Use of this code includes the McDonald’s Restaurant and Catholic Charities
Building at North Glebe Road, Arlington Boulevard, and North Cathedral Lane. This area was
re-zoned at the request of Gino’s Restaurant in 1979, with subsequent site plan amendments for
Roy Roger’s and McDonald’s restaurants. It is not clear why higher density is needed for
existing uses, but no subsequent re-zoning request has been made.
C-0-2.5 - Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Apartments Districts (maximum floor area to
site 2.5:1) – Use of this classification consists of the Harris Teeter Grocery site on North Glebe
Road. This area was originally zoned for a high-rise office building, as envisioned in the General
Land Use Plan. The site plan approval process for the construction of the current two-level
grocery did not include a request for re-zoning, and the current zoning appears consistent with
the vision of the General Land Use Plan.
C-2 – Service Commercial-Community Business Districts – This code serves a variety of retail,
service and office uses and is confined to the areas of the Goodyear Tire & repair shop and
American Service Center body shop/used car dealership across from the Ballston Commons Mall
and the businesses at the intersection of North Pershing Drive and North Glebe Road. This
zoning category appears consistent with the current uses of the property.
R-2.7 – Two-Family and Town House Dwelling Districts – This classification is utilized for the
area between Bethel United Church of Christ on Arlington Boulevard and North Trenton Street.
Since existing county databases are apparently inconsistent as to whether this area should be R2.7 or RA8-18, and there is no obvious logic to the R-2.7 designation, this area should be recoded to RA8-18 or R-6.
R-6 – One Family Dwelling Districts – This designation is utilized for the area of the Bethel
Evangelical Reformed Church on Arlington Boulevard, between North George Mason Drive and
North Trenton Street, and for the single-family homes on Arlington Boulevard near the corner of
North Thomas Street and North Cathedral Lane (currently utilized as the Arlington Headquarters
of the American Red Cross) and near the corner of North Park Drive and North Carlin Springs
Road. While one instance of use likely resulted from a conditional use permit for the Red Cross,
county representatives cannot explain the Bethel Church designation. It is perhaps misplaced on
the map in view of the two single-family units on North Trenton Street, north of the Red Cross,
in an area zoned as RA8-18.
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RA6-15 – Apartment Dwelling Districts and Associated Private Garage and Service Areas - This
designation is used for the Hyde Park Condominiums, but not for the associated parking garage,
labeled C-0 (also see GLUP comparison below).
RA8-18 – Apartment Dwelling Districts – This code includes apartments and town houses and
comprises the vast majority of the total land associated with Buckingham. This category can also
include existing one-family dwellings. Except for designated commercial or organizational areas
along North Glebe Road and Arlington Boulevard, two townhouse groups in the 500 block of
North Thomas Street and the Cathcart Springs townhouses, Buckingham is almost totally made
up of two and three-story apartments and condominiums within this category. One condominium
(The Chatham) on Arlington Boulevard is eight stories high.
RC – Apartment Dwelling and Commercial Districts – This classification provides for highmedium density residential uses while allowing for a mixed-use transitional area between highdensity office and lower-density residential uses. This designation has been used along North
Carlin Springs Road for the Goodyear Tire store and adjacent “The Carlin” senior-living
apartment building. The concept involves later replacement of the Goodyear store, and possibly
“The Carlin” with a high-rise commercial establishment in order to accommodate the abovestreet pedestrian crossing to Ballston Commons Mall that has been planned since the mid-1990s.
Thus, zoning appears consistent with the future vision if not with current use.
R-10T – Town house, Semi-detached and Existing One Family Dwellings – This zoning code is
used for the wedge of land between North Park Drive, North George Mason Drive and North
Carlin Springs Road used for the town homes of Cathcart Springs. This area is included in
Buckingham for NCP purposes but divided between Arlington Forest and Buckingham on
various Arlington County official maps.
SD – Special Development Districts – This classification includes, among other uses, churches
and conditional use buildings such as homes for the elderly and institutional homes (including
one-family dwellings as permitted and regulated under R-6 Districts). The two SD Districts
within Buckingham are the Culpepper Garden seniors’ residence (between North Henderson
Road, North Pershing Drive and North 2nd Street) and the “Oxford House chapter” at 525 North
Thomas Street.
Recommendation #2: County planners should resolve the R2-7 and R-6 zoning issues along
Arlington Boulevard to insure the zoning maps are accurately annotated.

Comparison to the General Land Use Plan
The GLUP serves as the primary policy guide for future development of Arlington County and
need not be identical to current zoning. In the GLUP document, a small portion of Buckingham,
between North Carlin Springs Road and North 4th Street, is depicted as part of the RosslynBallston Corridor and therefore targeted for high-density development. That portion in
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Buckingham along North Glebe Road is listed as high-medium residential mixed use from North
Carlin Springs Road south through the Harris Teeter grocery store (for R-C Zoning) and medium
density residential to North Henderson Road (i.e. Hyde Park Condominium). While the corner of
North Carlin Springs Road and North Glebe Road is, in fact Zoned R-C, the remainder of the
area through the Harris Teeter lot is currently coded C-2, C-0-2.5 and C-0, and therefore
inconsistent with the GLUP. The remaining Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor sector within the
Buckingham community is zoned and color-coded for low-medium residential use.
On the Ballston Sector map, the vast majority of the community is appropriately zoned and
color-coded for low-medium residential use. The exceptions are:
o The corner of North Glebe Road and North Pershing Drive and the area of North Glebe
Road between North Piedmont Street and Arlington Boulevard are appropriately colorcoded as service commercial. The southern portion between North Cathedral Lane and
Arlington Boulevard is currently zoned as C-0-1.5 and should therefore be color-coded
light blue for Low Office-Apartment-Hotel.
o The area of St. Thomas More Catholic Church and Parochial School, coded semi-public,
but zoned RA8-18.
o The area of Culpepper Garden senior residence, color-coded public use is correctly zoned
SD.
Recommendation #3: While it is accepted that not re-zoning church sites to SD preserves
future developmental rights, it seems inconsistent to leave a site that is already a church
site as RA8-18; GLUP identifies it as semi-public SD. Recommend Arlington County
planners change the zoning at the corner of North Thomas Street and North Cathedral
Lane to SD or the color coding in the GLUP to make it consistent with current zoning (as is
the case with the churches located at the corner of North Henderson Road and Arlington
Boulevard).
Recommendation #4: To adequately protect the Buckingham neighborhood, Arlington
County planners should ensure there are no further exceptions to the neighborhood
preservation plan that the Ballston Sector Plan's Concept Plan describes. Any new highdensity construction along North Glebe Road should taper downwards toward the adjacent
existing residential neighborhood and should contain a wide landscaped buffer between the
neighborhood and all new buildings. No part of the neighborhood preservation area
should be rezoned to permit increased heights or densities.
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Historic Preservation
Nationally and locally recognized historic garden apartments constructed between 1937 and
1953 as part of the original Buckingham community occupy a significant percentage of the
present Buckingham neighborhood. Arlington County’s Buckingham Historic District zoning
encompasses an area that contains about half of the original Buckingham community's original
apartment buildings, as well as the community's original commercial district near the intersection
of North Glebe Road and North Pershing Drive. The Arlington County Historical Affairs and
Landmark Review Board (HALRB) reviews all proposed exterior changes within this area,
which is bounded on the southwest by North Thomas Street.
In addition, the National Register of Historic Places presently lists many of the buildings in the
original Buckingham community as being within the Buckingham Historic District. Some of the
historic Buckingham buildings that the National Register of Historic Places identifies are
southwest of North Thomas Street. These buildings are therefore outside of the area that the
county's Historic District zoning currently covers. Further, the HALRB and the Buckingham
Community Civic Association consider that the original Buckingham community buildings
southwest of North Thomas Street that are presently in Buckingham Villages 1, 2, and 3 are
worthy of preservation, although these buildings are currently outside of the area that the
county’s Historic District zoning covers.
Business and population growth near Arlington’s Rosslyn-Ballston development corridor are
presently creating pressures to increase the density of development in Buckingham. The
resulting new development could replace many of the neighborhood's historic garden apartments
and condominiums with town houses and/or high-rise buildings. Such pressures are now
threatening to destroy much of the neighborhood's character.
The county government should therefore make every effort to preserve the historic character
of the Buckingham neighborhood and to protect all of the neighborhood’s historic buildings that
are within the area the map below designates as the “Buckingham Area,” whether or not the
buildings are within the area that presently contains the county’s Buckingham Historic District
zoning.
Recommendation #5: County staff and elected officials should work with the HALRB and
local civic associations to ensure every effort is made to adequately preserve the
Buckingham areas’ significant historical features and follow existing guidelines as
identified in the 1999 Programmatic Environmental Assessment for Categorically
Excluded Activities for the Buckingham Neighborhood Strategy Area pp 23-27.
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Recommendation #6: County staff and elected officials should work to protect and
preserve all of the buildings that are within the “Buckingham Area” in the map below. To
help accomplish this goal in a timely manner, the county should immediately initiate a
process that will expand the boundaries of the county’s Buckingham Historic District’s
zoning to include Buckingham Villages 1, 2, and 3.
Recommendation #7: County staff and elected officials should work to ensure that any site
plans for new development on properties that contain buildings that are within the
“Buckingham Area” preserve to the greatest possible extent all existing buildings,
vegetation and open space (see map below).
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Code Enforcement
While the 2004 NCP Survey identified some dissatisfaction with housing maintenance, no one
identified zoning or land use issues. The majority of complaints involved the lack of enforcement
by Arlington County officials of existing state and county codes relating to traffic, noise and
litter. These issues are more appropriately addressed in other sections of this document.
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Chapter 4
STREETS, SIDEWALKS, AND LIGHTING
The Buckingham community is full of promise. To realize the full potential of this community,
however, we must draw upon two of our most significant strengths: (i) the talent and creativity of
our people, and (ii) the convenient location that brings us together. Adequate street lighting,
crossings and sidewalks might seem like mundane concepts, but they are fundamental to
maximize the potential of our favorable location. And they are crucial to protect the safety and
comfort of our people. Unfortunately, the streets, sidewalks and lighting in the core of our
neighborhood have suffered from relative neglect, perhaps due to the absence, until now, of an
NCP. It is time to remedy this shortcoming, both to protect the safety of our residents and to
allow our public spaces to foster connectedness among the members of our community.
The Buckingham Neighborhood Strategy Area Revitalization Plan, which the Arlington County
Board approved in April 2000, recognized: “There is a need to improve physical conditions that
negatively affect traffic and pedestrian safety, as well as a need to teach children and adults how
to move safely throughout the neighborhood.” That plan further recognized that “Street and
sidewalk lighting affect perceptions of safety in a neighborhood” and included a map of streets
on which lighting was limited. These principles have been recognized for six years.
Nonetheless, as our neighborhood 2004 NCP Survey (and an examination of conditions “on the
ground”) reveals, considerable work remains to improve pedestrian and lighting conditions
throughout our neighborhood.
LIGHTING
Lighting – Area 1
Areas with limited lighting
The Buckingham Neighborhood Strategy Area Revitalization Plan recognized, “Street and
sidewalk lighting affect perceptions of safety in a neighborhood” and included a map of streets
on which lighting was limited. Parts of North Thomas Street, North Henderson Road, North 2nd
Road and North 4th Street were denoted as “very dark”. Other parts of North Thomas Street and
North 2nd Road, as well as parts of North Pershing Drive and North Third Road, were denoted as
“somewhat dark.” Nonetheless, in the six intervening years, there have not been any significant
improvements in the lighting conditions in the Buckingham neighborhood. In the 2004 NCP
Survey, respondents expressed concern with lighting on all of these streets.
Our community and local officials have begun to come together to combat the risk of crime, for
example, through the Neighborhood Safety Academy and the community policing station in the
Gates of Ballston. We believe that lighting must be improved to complement these efforts.
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Moreover, as pedestrians and drivers, we are greatly concerned that inadequate lighting around
some popular crossings increases the risk of dangerous accidents involving pedestrians and
vehicles.
For these reasons, we re-adopt that portion of map included in the April 2000 NSA Plan (p. A27) that is within our NCP area. We emphasize that the areas having limited lighting should be a
focus of county funds – whether through NCP funding or otherwise.
CONCERN AREA 1
There are many areas of inadequate lighting on Buckingham’s streets, particularly around
pedestrian crossings. Many of these streets and intersections are cited in the April 2000 NSA
Plan. Additional areas with inadequate lighting within Buckingham are identified through the
2004 BCCA Survey and the Walking Town Meeting:
Intersections without lighting:
1) North Henderson Road and North 4th Road
2) North Thomas Street and North 4th Street
3) North Thomas Street and North 2nd Road
4) North Cathedral Lane and North Trenton Street
5) North George Mason Drive and North 2nd Road
Intersections with some lighting, but inadequate:
1) North Park Drive and North 4th Road
2) North Thomas Street and North Henderson Road
3) North Thomas Street and North Cathedral Lane
4) North Pershing Drive and North 2nd Street
5) North Henderson Road and North 2nd Street
6) Arlington Boulevard and North George Mason Drive
RECOMMENDATION 8: Arlington County should install sufficiently bright street lights
where indicated.
Aesthetic Component of Lighting – Area 2
Another important aspect of lighting conditions is the aesthetic component. Our neighborhood
tends to have less consistent and aesthetic pleasing lighting than other neighborhoods. The
Carlyle-style lights that have become almost ubiquitous in other Arlington neighborhoods are
rare in ours. For example, on the 500 block of North Thomas Street, cobra lights share the street
with carriage lights. And it is notable that the Carlyle lights on the Quincy Street extension
change to unsightly cobra lights as soon as the street enters our neighborhood and becomes
North Henderson Drive.
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CONCERN AREA 2
Cobra lights make our neighborhood less aesthetically pleasing than other neighborhoods and
some blocks have unappealing mixes of cobra lights with other lights.

500 Block of North Thomas Street

500 Block of North Park Drive

RECOMMENDATION 9: Arlington County should replace cobra lights with Carlyle or
carriage lights, with a preference for Carlyle lights except where there are already carriage
lights present on the same block.
External Lighting Around Apartment Complexes – Area 3
Our 2004 NCP Survey respondents expressed concern with lighting in and around Buckingham
Village and the Gates of Ballston, and on streets containing these and other apartment buildings.
We have been told that, in some apartment locations, external lighting is the responsibility of the
apartment owners because the county lacks rights-of-way where lights could be placed. We
believe that this provides a stronger reason to improve lighting on streets where the county does
have the relevant rights (e.g., with so few streets containing rights of ways in which countysupplied lights can be placed, there is little excuse for poor lighting on streets where rights of
way exist.) Moreover, we urge the County Board to consider ways in which it can encourage
apartment owners to improve lighting.
CONCERN AREA 3
Lack of lighting around apartments and on blocks where apartment owners own rights to land on
which lights could be placed.
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RECOMMENDATION 10: Arlington County should explore means to encourage
improved lighting by apartment owners [such as tax or other incentives to install additional
lighting and code enforcement when lighting is not maintained].
CROSSWALKS
Crosswalks of Specific Concern – Area 4
As noted in the overview, unsafe pedestrian crosswalks were cited as a disadvantage of living in
Buckingham. We believe that unsafe conditions are due to heavy traffic, poor design of
intersections and inadequate lighting at major intersections. With regard to traffic, a majority of
our 2004 NCP Survey respondents believed excess speeding continued to be a problem on five
of the eight streets identified in the 2000 NSA Plan: North Glebe Road (158 respondents), North
George Mason Drive (146), North Carlin Springs Road (117), North Thomas Street (115) and
North Henderson Road (112). With regard to intersections, our 2004 NCP Survey respondents
expressed concern with safety at the intersections on: North Glebe Road (91 respondents), North
Pershing Drive (78), North Thomas Street (59), North Henderson Road (57), North George
Mason Drive (43), and North Carlin Springs Road (39). In addition, traffic-related safety
hazards for pedestrians were a specific concern on North George Mason Drive (41 respondents),
on North Glebe Road (40), on North Pershing Drive (35), on North Henderson Road (32), on
North Thomas Street (32), and around the Barrett Elementary School (27).
Since 2000, we are aware of planned improvements at the intersection of North Glebe Road and
North Pershing Drive, and North Glebe Road and North Carlin Springs Road. We trust that the
safety of pedestrians and motorists will be a focal point of these plans and we encourage their
completion in an expedited manner. We have also supported efforts to slow traffic, like the
placement stop sign(s) at North 2nd Street and North Thomas Street.
However, our overall perception is that traffic calming and pedestrian safety in our neighborhood
has received insufficient attention. Many of the speeding and pedestrian hazards observed back
in 2000 are still hazardous and, in some cases, have worsened as traffic in the community has
increased.
CONCERN AREA 4a
Heavy pedestrian traffic, limited sight lines and speeding by automobiles contribute to pedestrian
hazards at the intersections of the Buckingham streets identified below:
- The entire length of North Glebe Road
- The entire length of North George Mason Drive
- The entire length of North Carlin Springs Drive
- The entire length of North Thomas Street
- The entire length of North Henderson Drive
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- The entire length of North Pershing Drive
RECOMMENDATION 11: Crosswalks at these streets should be significantly improved
by Arlington County in the areas indicated including, where possible, adding raised
crosswalks, traffic circles, pedestrian stop lights, stop signs, flashing pedestrian caution
signs, or other prominent means of improving pedestrian safety.
CONCERN AREA 4b
Many intersections in Buckingham that experience a heavy amount of pedestrian and vehicular
traffic do not have well-defined crosswalks. The most obvious of these intersections are the
following Buckingham intersections:
-

Across North Carlin Springs Drive at North Tazewell Street
Across North Park Drive at North Carlin Springs Drive
Across North 4th Road at North Park Drive
Across North Park Drive at North George Mason Drive
Across North 4th Road at North Henderson Drive
Across North Henderson Road at North Thomas Street
The four corners of North Thomas Street and North 4th Street

RECOMMENDATION 12: Arlington County should paint and/or install raised sidewalks
at these intersections to ensure the safety of pedestrians.

Component of Crosswalks
County planners should keep in mind that, when attempting to make crosswalks safe, the
mechanisms used must actually result in pedestrian safety, and nor merely appear to reach that
important goal.

SIDEWALKS
We believe it is crucial to have sidewalks connecting our entire neighborhood. We also believe
that these sidewalks must allow for full access by persons with disabilities and be free of tripping
hazards. These goals are not yet satisfied throughout our neighborhood.
Access for Persons with Disabilities – Area 5
Persons with disabilities are a vital part of our community, including, but not limited to, a large
number of senior citizens living in our neighborhood. We believe it is essential that everyone in
our community be given the opportunity to move easily through our neighborhood. Our
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neighborhood’s proximity to public transport and other public services is a great advantage in
this regard, but a few additional steps must be taken to make these benefits available to all.
All intersections or other gaps in sidewalk coverage should have sufficient curb-cuts and ramps
to allow persons with disabilities to move throughout our community with ease. Currently, a
lack of curb-cuts make the following intersections inaccessible for persons with physical
disabilities (i) intersection of North George Mason and Route 50 (Arlington Boulevard); (ii)
intersection of North Glebe Road and North 4th Street; and (iii) north side of North Henderson
Road between North Glebe Road and North Thomas Street (in front of Hyde Park Condos). A
ramp and curb-cut is also needed to allow handicap access from the Gates of Ballston to the
portion of North Pershing Drive in front of Popeye’s.
CONCERN AREA 5a
Certain locations lack curb-cuts and ramps needed for access by persons with disabilities.

Intersection of North George Mason Drive

4100 block of North Henderson Drive
and Arlington Boulevard

RECOMMENDATION 13: Arlington County should add ramps and curb-cuts as soon as
possible to (i) the intersection of North George Mason Drive North and Arlington
Boulevard; (ii) the intersection of Glebe Road and North 4th Street; and iii) north side of
North Henderson Road between North Glebe Road and North Thomas Street (in front of
Hyde Park Condos). The County Board has indicated that ramps will be installed in front
of Popeye’s as part of the Gates of Ballston renovation. We urge that this be completed as
soon as possible.
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CONCERN AREA 5a
There is a missing link sidewalk located on the west side of North 4th Street between North
Thomas Street and North George Mason Drive.
RECOMMENDATION 14: Arlington County should work with the owner of the property
to fill-in this missing piece of sidewalk.
Narrow sidewalks and other hazards – Area 6
In several places within our community, sidewalks are too narrow to allow pedestrians to walk
comfortably; and this can also impair access by persons with disabilities. In addition, sidewalks
should be smooth – free of broken concrete and other obstacles (such as utility poles blocking
much of the sidewalks or tree roots obstructing passage).
CONCERN AREA 6a: Sidewalks throughout the community should be wide enough to allow
two people to walk side by side and should be free of tripping hazards. More specifically, on our
Walking Town Meeting, we noted a need to widen the sidewalks for full handicap access (i) on
east side of North George Mason Drive between North Park Drive and North Henderson Road;
(ii) on the west side of North Glebe Road between North Henderson Road and U.S. Route 50
(Arlington Boulevard); and (iii) three (3) utility poles on the north side of North Pershing Drive
in the 4100 block. As seen in the picture below, the three poles on North Pershing Drive are
located within yards of Culpepper Garden where individuals with disabilities are likely need to
access to a wider sidewalk.

4100 block of North Pershing Drive
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RECOMMENDATION 15: Arlington County should widen sidewalks in these areas and
where appropriate. Where utility poles are placed in the middle of the sidewalk, undergrounding the utility wires should be considered to allow those poles to be removed. In
those cases where lighting is on the utility pole, the lighting should be strategically
relocated to still illuminate the area.

CONCERN AREA 6b
In addition, on North Carlin Springs, the sidewalk in front of The Carlin is sufficiently wide, but
the sidewalk narrows suddenly and jumps over significantly as it passes in front of the Ballston
Gardens apartments closer to North Thomas Street. This creates a tripping hazard and leads to
the sidewalk being difficult to navigate for persons with disabilities. A streetlight pole (and other
utility poles) in the sidewalk further complicates the situation.

4300 block of North Carlin Springs Drive

RECOMMENDATION 16: Arlington County should ensure that the tripping hazard in
front of Ballston Gardens is removed and under-grounding the utility wires be
implemented since the poles significantly narrow the sidewalk and present a considerable
safety hazard in this area.
CONCERN AREA 6c
Sidewalks should be intact and level for access. The sidewalk on the west side of the North Park
in the 500 block is uneven due to the roots of a tree, forcing access for individuals in wheelchairs
and those pushing strollers to go onto the street in order to pass.
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RECOMMENDATION 17: County planners should seek ways to improve sidewalks for
pedestrian passage.

500 block of North Park Drive

EROSION AND DRAINAGE
Erosion from pedestrian traffic – Area 7
In part because of heavy pedestrian traffic in our neighborhood, we have noticed erosion
problems surrounding many of the apartment complexes. Specifically, the tendency of residents
to cut across lawns rather than using sidewalks has worn away grass and topsoil. Apartment
managers should consider methods to deter walking on the grass – such as improving formal
pedestrian walkways and adding landscaping features that make cut-throughs less convenient.
One area of particular concern is at the corner of North Thomas Street and North Henderson
Road, where a lunch truck frequently parks and a crowd of persons gathers to eat. We further
note that there is frequently illegal double parking or parking closer to the curb than permissible
when persons gather to pick up food, which can make it difficult for drivers to see around the
corner. For the present purposes, we note, however, that this practice has led to enormous
erosion in front of the apartment complex on this corner. The roots of the large trees at this
location are completely exposed.
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CONCERN AREA 7
Pedestrians walking on lawns, particularly around apartment complexes, have led to notable
erosion.
RECOMMENDATION 18: Arlington County, the BCCA and residents’ organizations
should ensure apartment managers adopt landscaping and other features to limit
pedestrians walking on lawns. (Also, see Chapter 8 – Recreation and Beautification).
Drainage – Area 8
Our 2004 NCP Survey respondents noted problems with gutters or drainage on North Pershing
Drive (15 respondents) and North George Mason Drive (12). In addition, we have noticed
drainage problems along North Thomas Street, particularly at the intersection of North 4th Street
and North Thomas and, to a lesser extent around the intersections of North Henderson Road and
North Carlin Springs Drive.
CONCERN AREA 8
In times of heavy rain, water builds up at the above locations.
RECOMMENDATION 19: Arlington County should examine drainage facilities in these
areas and ensure that responsible managers correct deficiencies as needed.
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Chapter 5
TRAFFIC CALMING
The 2004 NCP Survey asked respondents: “Are any intersections or places in the neighborhood
difficult for you or others to maneuver because of traffic flow, traffic speed, visual obstructions
(i.e., parked cars, vegetation, structures), or the configuration of the road?” An overwhelming
response was in the affirmative. Below is a summary of the areas with the most concern.
CONCERN AREA 1: The entire length of North Carlin Springs Road at North Park Road,
North Thomas Street, and North Glebe Road
North Carlin Springs Road is a major arterial commuter route during morning and evening rush
hour used for access to Interstate 66 via North Glebe Road and to Ballston Common Mall
commuter parking lot. When not congested with heavy traffic, the posted speed limit of 30 mph
is routinely ignored along this stretch.
Of particular concern along North Carlin Springs Road is the intersection at North Glebe Road.
Pedestrians crossing North Glebe Road from the north side of North Carlin Springs Road to
access the Ballston Mall and/or Ballston Metro are often ignored by vehicles making left turns to
head north on North Glebe Road. Vehicles on North Carlin Springs Road turning right onto
North Glebe Road (heading south) routinely do not pay attention to pedestrians crossing. The
driver’s vision is focused on looking for oncoming North Glebe Road traffic, ignoring
pedestrians crossing North Glebe Road or crossing North Carlin Springs Road. Finally, exiting
Ballston Mall drivers making a right turn onto North Glebe Road (heading north) also frequently
ignore pedestrians in the crosswalk; instead they are looking left for oncoming traffic. While the
intersection has a posting “NO TURN ON RED WHEN PEDESTRIANS ARE PRESENT,” this
is often ignored.
There are numerous incidents of “near misses” at this intersection. While Arlington County has
recognized this intersection as a dangerous intersection, there have been several delays for this
area to see improvement in terms of pedestrian safety. The current traffic signs and enforcement
of pedestrian laws are ineffective. For years, the Buckingham community has recommended that
a pedestrian bridge be built over North Glebe Road from the North Carlin Springs Road side.
Due to the current location of Goodyear Tire, erecting a bridge at this location is not possible
however, the county must continue to explore other locations for a bridge, or make more of an
attempt to make this intersection safe for pedestrians. BCCA understands that there have been
plans to improve safety at this location; however, to date, there has been very little progress in
the safety of this intersection.
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RECOMMENDATION 20: Arlington County should press ahead with its plans to make
this intersection safe (North Glebe Road and North Carlin Springs Road). We recommend
at a minimum making “Pedestrian Crossing” signs, bright traffic signs and lights on North
Carlin Springs before North Park Road warning “traffic light ahead, slow down now.” In
addition, the entire intersection should be posted “NO TURN ON RED” without exception.
We also recommend the Arlington County Police Department enforce pedestrian safety
laws at this intersection during morning and evening rush hour as a reminder to motorists.
Finally, Arlington County planners should continue to pursue plans to build an overhead
walkway across North Glebe Road. If the discussed location at Goodyear Tire is not
feasible, the county should explore other alternatives, such as on the Exxon side of the
intersection.
RECOMMENDATION 21: Left turns onto North Carlin Springs Road from North
Thomas Street (facing north) are difficult for vehicles during normal hours, and especially
so during rush hour. The way the intersection is configured, the parked cars along North
Carlin Springs Road force crossing vehicles to pull out past the North Thomas Street
crosswalk in order to gauge oncoming traffic. The North Thomas Street intersection is
heavily traveled by mothers and young children crossing North Carlin Springs Road going
to the Presbyterian Church’s daycare program. Therefore, Arlington County planners
should examine this intersection and make recommendations to improve safety.
RECOMMENDATION 22: Arlington County should paint a crosswalk across North
Carlin Springs Road at North Tazewell Street (See Chapter 4 – Streets, Sidewalks, and
Lighting).
RECOMMENDATION 23: Left turns onto North Carlin Springs Road from North Park
Drive are difficult for vehicles during normal hours, and especially so during rush hour.
The way the intersection is configured, vehicles heading east on North Carlin Springs Road
have to veer to the right to avoid oncoming traffic turning left onto North Park Drive. In
addition, there is no crosswalk at this intersection for crossing North Park Drive.
Therefore, Arlington County should review the configuration of this intersection to make
the crosswalks safer for pedestrians and also for vehicular traffic.

CONCERN AREA 2
North Thomas Street between North Henderson Road and North Carlin Springs Road
The 400-500 block of North Thomas Street experiences a high volume of cut-through traffic
between North Henderson Road and North Carlin Springs Drive by cars traveling to and from
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Ballston Common Mall wanting to avoid left turns onto North Glebe Road at North Henderson
Road.
Also, vehicles wanting to head north on North Glebe Road cut through North Thomas Street to
North Carlin Springs Drive. There is also a large number of Ballston Metro commuters and
Ballston Mall shoppers and employees seeking street parking. Of particular concern, early
morning traffic on North Thomas Street consists of not only cut-through traffic, but also
commuters circling the block looking for on-street parking spaces (this also results in searching
vehicles using private parking lots and driveways for turn-arounds). Finally, there is an excessive
amount of traffic from the American Service Center utilizing North Thomas Street for testdrives.
RECOMMENDATION 24: Arlington County should install at least two speed humps along
this stretch of North Thomas Street to deter cut-through traffic, discourage test drives,
and/or to slow down traffic.

CONCERN AREA 3
North Henderson Road at North Glebe Road, North Thomas Street, and North 4th Road.
North Henderson Road is an arterial road and is heavily used as a major route for north to south
(and vice versa) travel through Arlington County. North Henderson Road is especially busy
during rush hours when commuters travel to/from U. S. Route 50 (Arlington Boulevard) to/from
Ballston Metro and Virginia Square Metro parking facilities. When the road is not congested,
vehicles often travel over the posted speed limit. This volume of traffic makes left turns onto
North Henderson Road very difficult from North Thomas Street and North 4th Road. It also
makes the high volume of pedestrian crossing dangerous.
This section of North Henderson Road is frequented utilized for young students walking to
Barrett Elementary School and seniors from Culpepper Garden traveling to Harris Teeter
Grocery or Ballston Mall. The crosswalks on North Henderson Road at North Thomas Street
and North 4th Road intersections are extremely dangerous for all pedestrians (see Chapter 4 –
Streets, Sidewalks, and Lighting) and more so for the very young and very old or the
handicapped.
Finally, a major concern, especially at the North Thomas Street intersection, is the narrow
sidewalks and lack of ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990) compliant ramps at all
four corners. Residents of Culpepper Garden frequently travel along North Henderson Road
sidewalks in wheelchairs (manual or motorized) heading to Harris Teeter and Ballston Common
Mall.
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RECOMMENDATION 25: First, this strip of roadway should not be considered an
“arterial roadway.” Instead, Arlington County should designate this area as a
“neighborhood street.” Secondly, this intersection is in desperate need of implementing
pedestrian safety mechanisms. Until Arlington County can re-classify this section of the
road into a neighborhood road, the BCCA suggests the following: if pedestrian “stop
lights” are not available, we recommend curb bump-outs, the laddering or striping of the
pedestrian crosswalks, square curbs at the corners; look into the removal of the double
yellow line as a means to slow traffic, and widen sidewalks. Once the section of roadway is
appropriately reclassified, the county should look into speed humps or traffic circles to
reflect the pedestrians and the amount of traffic in the area.
CONCERN AREA 4
The North Thomas Street and North 4th Street Intersection.
This intersection is heavily traveled by pedestrians and motorists. We’ve noticed that the stop
signs for the north and southbound traffic along North 4th Street are difficult to see and easy to
miss. This is a large intersection surrounded by slotted parking spaces for adjoining
apartment/condominium complexes. Cars pulling in and out of these spaces add to traffic and
confusion at this intersection.
RECOMMENDATION 26: Arlington County should install a 4-way stop sign (as was done
at North Thomas Street and 2nd Road) and improve the crosswalk here (See Chapter 4
Streets, Sidewalks, and Lighting). This intersection is also sloped in several areas making
the drainage of water an issue at this intersection (See Chapter 4 Streets, Sidewalks, and
Lighting).
CONCERN AREA 5
The Intersections of North Pershing Drive at North Thomas Street and North George Mason
Drive.
Facing south on North Thomas Street, left turns heading east onto North Pershing Drive are
extremely difficult due to on-street parking on North Pershing Drive and heavy volumes of
traffic. Vehicular traffic is forced to come across the pedestrian crosswalk and onto North
Pershing Drive in order to determine if there is any oncoming traffic. This difficulty makes
pedestrian crossing very dangerous.
In addition, the intersection at North Pershing Drive and North George Mason Drive is also
dangerous for pedestrians waiting to cross. Traffic heading north and south on North George
Mason Drive moves very fast and pedestrians do not feel safe at the intersection.
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RECOMMENDATION 27: The Buckingham Community should encourage Arlington
County’s “Improvements to Historic Buckingham” (approved October 2005) to proceed.
In addition, we believe Arlington County should look at the intersections of North Thomas
Street and North George Mason Drive along North Pershing Drive and recommend ways
to improve pedestrian safety (particularly at North Thomas Street and North George
Mason Drive) and to make recommendations to improve the safety of vehicles approaching
the intersection of North Thomas Street (See Chapter 4 - Streets, Sidewalks, and Lighting).

CONCERN AREA 6
The service road on U.S. Route 50 near North Trenton Street
Traffic traveling west on the service road on U.S. Route 50 does not yield to traffic coming off
the second ramp of U.S. Route 50.

RECOMMENDATION 28: Arlington County should install a yield sign on the service road
on U.S. Route 50 near North Trenton Street to make traffic yield to vehicles coming off the
second ramp of U.S. Route 50.

CONCERN AREA 7
North Park Drive Between North Carlin Springs Road and North George Mason Drive.
North Park Drive sees a significant amount of cut-through traffic of motorists wanting access to
U.S. Route 50 (via North George Mason Drive) or access to Interstate 66 (via North Carlin
Springs Road to North Glebe Road).
RECOMMENDATION 29: The BCCA recommends Arlington County install at least two
speed humps along this route, similar and complimentary to the speed humps located
further west on North Park Drive into Arlington Forest Civic Association.
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Chapter 6
PARKING
As the Ballston Metro-corridor area continues to develop, both in terms of residential and
commercial development, parking is becoming increasingly scarce in many areas of the
Buckingham community. People (commuters) who work in Ballston or commute to other areas
of Arlington or Washington, D.C. park on the streets in the eastern part of Buckingham and walk
to and from their offices or to the Ballston Metro station. This takes away revenue from the
Ballston Mall Parking Garage, originally intended for commuter and shopper parking.
To combat this problem, some areas of the Buckingham community have already sought and
received County permission to establish neighborhood restricted parking zones. The majority of
respondents to the 2004 NCP Survey cite having difficulty finding parking near their home at
least 1-3 days a week. Respondents overwhelmingly cited the causes of parking difficulties as
overflow parking for apartments and from commuters. BCCA expects requests to establish
neighborhood restricted parking zones to continue, particularly on the streets nearest the Ballston
Mall and Metro. In addition, the parking problems in the Buckingham community will likely
increase significantly when the Washington Capitals ice skating facility is finished adjacent to
the Ballston Mall. In addition, there are numerous incidents of commercial vehicles parking on
the residential streets in the Buckingham community, including stretch limousines that take up 2
or 3 vehicles parking spaces, making limited parking all the more scarce.
RECOMMENDATION 30: In cooperation with BCCA, Arlington County should respond
expeditiously and favorably to residents’ requests to establish or expand restricted
neighborhood parking zones in those portions of the neighborhood that are most heavily
affected by non-resident parking. Currently, the BCCA recommends North Thomas Street
between North Carlin Springs Road and North Henderson Drive be designated Zone 8
Permit Parking.
RECOMMENDATION 31: In cooperation with BCCA, Arlington County should restrict
commercial parking in the residential areas of Buckingham.
RECOMMENDATION 32: Arlington County should ensure that adequate parking (above
and/or underground) is provided for any new development or redeveloped projects.

RECOMMENDATION 33: Arlington County must enforce all existing parking
regulations.
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Chapter 7
PUBLIC SAFETY
The Public Safety section of the 2004 NCP Survey includes addressing such matters as the
inadequacy of sidewalks for handicap access, dangerous intersections and crosswalks,
neighborhood crime, and rats in the neighborhood.
Generally, a majority of 2004 NCP Survey respondents were unaware of the inadequate
sidewalks or dangerous intersections in the Buckingham community and, consequently, did not
identify them as a “public safety hazard.” However, a significant number of respondents
identified public safety problem areas along North Henderson Road, North Thomas Street, North
Glebe Road, North George Mason Drive (see Chapter 5 - Traffic Calming).
The majority of respondent concern surrounds criminal behavior, such as robbery/theft, auto
theft, assaults, and public intoxication. As part of an ongoing effort to improve communications
and to help break down barriers between the police and the community, the Arlington County
Police Department established a community-policing center at the Gates of Ballston Apartments
in early 2005. The community-policing center is located at 4117 North 3rd Rd., #2. This has
been a very successful program undertaken by the Arlington County Police Department. A
comparison of crime statistics in Buckingham over the last two years demonstrates the success of
the program:
NON-TRAFFIC INCIDENTS IN BUCKINGHAM 2004-2005*

Kidnapping
Robbery
Assaults
Arson
Extortion
Burglary
Larceny
Vehicle Theft
Financial
Vandalism/DPROP
Narcotics
Exposure/Peeping
Neglect/Bigamy
Vice
Dip
Weapons Possession
Disturbing the Peace

2004
4
6
78
1
0
16
83
22
14
53
13
10
5
0
79
2
17

2005
1
3
66
1
1
13
60
7
16
41
10
11
3
2
66
3
4
65

DIFFERENCE
-3
-3
-12
0
+1
-3
-23
-15
+2
-12
-3
+1
-2
+2
-13
+1
-13

Trespass
Obstruction
Miscellaneous
Totals

6
4
6
440

5
0
4
331

-1
-4
-2
-109 (25%
reduction)

*Statistics provided courtesy of the Arlington County Police Department
Note: Of the 331 incidents in 2005, 62 percent (205 of the incidents) resulted in an arrest.

The majority of respondents believe that increased police patrols are needed in the neighborhood
(note: the 2004 NCP Survey was taken prior to the creation of the community policing center)
and about half of the respondents said they would participate in a Neighborhood Watch program.
To the extent clusters of individuals in apartments or condominiums, or other variations would
be interested in setting up Neighborhood Watch, the Buckingham Community Civic Association
and the Arlington County Police Department should work on identifying such groups and begin
the program.
While most respondents have not seen any rats in the neighborhood, about 40 percent of the
respondents have sighted them in the past year. The biggest problem areas were along North
Thomas Street and North Henderson Road area, along North Pershing Road, and along North 2nd
Road. The infestation of rats can likely be traced back to the improper maintenance and
overflowing of trash compactors in the neighborhood.
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RECOMMENDATION 34: BCCA urges Arlington County to effect more efficient and
strategic placement of street lighting throughout the neighborhood as a means to mitigate
crime and make residents feel more comfortable walking after dark (See Chapter 4 –
Streets, Sidewalks, & Lighting).
RECOMMENDATION 35: BCCA strongly encourages Arlington County staff to look into
the intersections (identified in this Section and Chapter 4 – Traffic Calming) and make
recommendations for traffic calming strategies, combined with enforcement – both active
and passive – to cut down on speeding within our civic association.
RECOMMENDATION 36: BCCA supports stricter Arlington County enforcement to
eliminate the local rodent population.
RECOMMENDATION 37: BCCA supports building off our strong relationship with the
Arlington County Police Department to further foster a collaborative community-oriented
police program, and to begin clusters of Neighborhood Watch programs within the civic
association.

Chapter 8
RECREATION AND BEAUTIFICATION
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Public Spaces – Area 1
With the bulk of its housing classified as multi-family, the Buckingham community has a high
density population, including a large number of children, and a concomitantly low inventory of
public space for recreational use or even with the potential for recreational use. To the west lies
the Lubber Run Community Center and park, Barrett Elementary School and, further on,
Bluemont Park. All afford recreational possibilities for the community, but they are located
across a busy North George Mason Drive and away from much of the community.
Residents of Buckingham community use the Lubber Run Community Center heavily. However,
this center is small, aging, and in desperate need of renovation - to correct environmental
problems and comply with current laws and regulations - or replacement. Its exterior
recreational facilities are fairly extensive for a limited area - volleyball and basketball courts, a
well-equipped playground, a picnic area, and walking trail. The Barrett Elementary School also
has a well-equipped playground and a baseball field. On the eastern side of North George
Mason Drive, the new Mozaic Park to the east between North Quincy Street and North Pollard
Street has the potential to benefit the Buckingham community. There are plans to build a
“fulbito” soccer field and a basketball court at the Park, increasing the amount of recreational
space available to the youth.
The park to be located at the corner of North George Mason Drive and North Henderson Drive
will offer little in terms of recreational facilities; nor does the long-proposed Ballston Common
Park (located at North Glebe Road and North Randolph Street) promise viable options for
recreation. The Buckingham swimming pool was filled and paved as part of a street extension
(see Chapter 2 – History).
The most used local public spaces are informal gathering spots at the Glebe Market grocery
store, the Pupusaria truck at North Thomas Street and North Henderson Road, and selected spots
on the sidewalk of North Thomas Street between North Henderson Road and North Pershing
Drive. The Buckingham Community Outreach Center in the Gates of Ballston is vital to the
community but will be limited until renovation efforts allow for greater expansion. Culpepper
Garden Senior Center offers regularly scheduled activities for adults in the community.
CONCERN AREA 1a:
The lack of accessible recreation areas for younger residents. Recreational areas with suitable
facilities are located outside Buckingham community and across busy thoroughfares. The
community has no land suitable for development of recreational space for children. Play areas
planned for renovated apartment complexes will not be adequate for the community as a whole.
Children use common areas, visibly marked as off-limits, for gathering points and routinely ride
bicycles and scooters on busy streets. A limited survey showed that adults would accompany
younger children to play areas but perhaps not older children, who need areas for more active
play. The busy thoroughfares block easy access for this latter group.
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RECOMMENDATION 38: The appropriate government authority should construct a
pedestrian overpass, or other means (such as the type of pedestrian “stop light” on Wilson
Boulevard outside the County headquarters building) to ensure safety across North George
Mason Drive at North Park Drive, to Lubber Run Park and Barrett Elementary School to
allow for easier and safer access.
CONCERN AREA 1b:
The Lubber Run Community Center remains one of the busiest, yet underutilized community
centers in Arlington County. The facility is too small and substandard to sufficiently meet the
needs of the Buckingham and surrounding community residents. Access remains almost
impossible for many seniors and the physically impaired to utilize the facility to its fullest extent.
RECOMMENDATION 39: To keep in line with Arlington’s goal to operate public facilities
that are ADA-accessible, the BCCA recommends Arlington County secure funding through
the Capital Improvement Project funding program to completely renovate and enlarge
and/or replace the entire Lubber Run Community Center facility into an environmentallyfriendly state-of-the-art recreation and community services facility.

CONCERN AREA 1c:
Informal areas used for social gatherings are located on the streets (e.g., Pupusarias). The
constant use has resulted in loss of grass areas, increased erosion, exposure of tree roots, and
added litter on the streets. The expansion of the Community Outreach Center will add to the
community’s social and educational assets. The new park (“Buckingham Plaza”) area at North
George Mason Drive and North Henderson Road may be of some benefit to adults in the
community but more is needed to encourage use of facilities such as Lubber Run Park and
Community Center through safer access and inviting atmosphere.

RECOMMENDATION 40: Arlington County should mandate the use of paved “pads,”
equipped with tables/benches and trash facilities in the apartment complexes to
accommodate the Pupusaria that serve as attractions for social gatherings. In addition,
Buckingham Plaza should be made the focal point of community activity in the
neighborhood. To this end, the BCCA requests funding be set aside for a kiosk to display
community-wide events and for the creation of a water-source for wildlife to flourish
within the park-like setting.
Commercial Spaces – Area 2
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The community’s commercial space is aligned along the Glebe Road. It contains a mix of fairly
well maintained retail outlets and some commercial office space. Over the past decade,
businesses have built new buildings and remodeled older facilities (Harris-Teeter and American
Service Center, respectively). This same portion of the corridor (Wilson Boulevard to North
Henderson Road) also has a brick sidewalk. Both developments upgrade the appearance of this
portion of the corridor. One corner of North Glebe Road and North Pershing Road has retained
the retail spaces that formed the original portion of the original Buckingham Apartments. The
Glebe Market on the opposite side shows some signs of deterioration.

CONCERN AREA 2a:
New retail buildings tend to abut directly on the sidewalk.
RECOMMENDATION 41: As new buildings replace existing retail establishment,
Arlington County planners should require a provision for setbacks from the sidewalk.
CONCERN AREA 2b:
Older commercial buildings and areas along the North Glebe Road commercial strip are
showing signs of deterioration. Open spaces are well worn and have trash problems.
RECOMMENDATION 42: Arlington County staff should consider proposing ordinances
or other incentives to encourage building and property maintenance.

Multi-Family Residences – Area 3
Multi-family units, including rental units and condominiums, comprise 96 percent of the housing
inventory in the Buckingham NSA. The exterior maintenance and trash management in these
areas varies from excellent to slum-like (see also Litter & Trash-Area 6 under this Chapter).
CONCERN AREA 3:
Overuse of informal walkways and common areas has denuded large areas of grass, exposed tree
roots, and caused erosion onto sidewalks. Dirt cakes large portions of sidewalks, and with rain,
these areas are more than unattractive. The sidewalks become dangerous or impassable. The
west side of North 4th Street between North Thomas Street and North George Mason Drive has
extensive dirt paths instead of the sidewalks available in other parts of the community.
RECOMMENDATION 43: Arlington County staff should conduct regular inspection of
multi-family complexes to insure compliance with County building and health codes, and
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ensure residents and housing managers are consistently utilizing effective measures to
discourage use of informal pathways and provide pavement of the most used routes and
landscaping for worn areas to offset erosion.
Private Residences – Area 4
Detached and semi-detached homes, a mix of old and new buildings, make up a small percentage
of the community’s residential areas. For the most part, these buildings and the streets on which
they stand are well maintained and assets for the neighborhood. The common areas for
townhouse developments, overseen by homeowners’ associations, are also well maintained.
CONCERN AREA: None
Tree Preservation – Area 5
The Buckingham community has a good mix of mature trees (e.g., several varieties of oak, silver
maple, wild cherry), and minor additions of smaller trees added with new development.
Although the maple, in particular, and cherry show normal signs of aging and lack of regular
pruning, the majority of the trees appear in good condition. We believe trees are a valuable asset
for the community. Installation of new trees appears limited but should be encouraged with new
development and otherwise whenever possible.
CONCERN AREA 5a:
Use of treed areas as informal social centers has caused erosion and unusual exposure of root
systems for large trees. The corner of North Thomas Street and North Henderson Road and the
North Thomas Street corridor from the North Henderson Road to North Pershing Drive are
examples.

North Thomas Street
and North
Henderson Drive

RECOMMENDATION 44: Arlington County staff should review the condition of trees in
endangered areas and work with apartment property managers to maintain trees and
repair eroded areas, as necessary.
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CONCERN AREA 5b:
As the Buckingham community continues to be one of the more attractive neighborhoods in
Arlington County, development throughout the area is certain.

RECOMMENDATION 45: When development occurs, Arlington County authorities
should make every attempt to preserve the trees and other wildlife and additional planting
of trees should be encouraged.

Litter & Trash – Area 6
In the 2004 NCP Survey, respondents ranked litter and cleanliness fourth on the list of
disadvantages of living in the Buckingham NSA. The main corridors of the Buckingham
community – North Carlin Springs Drive, North Thomas Street, North Henderson Road, and
North Pershing Drive -- have litter problems. Some of the apartment complexes in this area also
have poor trash and litter control. North 2nd Street, behind Culpepper Garden appears to serve as
a parking area for light commercial vehicles; it has a higher incidence of litter than other streets
in the immediate area. Natural debris is not systematically removed from some streets in the
community
The quality of waste management in apartment complexes ranges from excellent to inadequate.
George Mason Apartments, for example, has a large, fenced trash disposal area with one
dumpster, which appears to be adequately maintained. Two apartment complexes on North
Thomas between North Carlin Springs Road and North Henderson Road also have one dumpster
each. These containers, however, routinely overflow into their respective parking lots and result
in garbage spreading over the immediate area. Informal approaches to the management company
about this problem have brought very little response and Arlington County has offered only
minimal assistance.
CONCERN AREA 6a:
The North Thomas Street corridor from North Carlin Springs Road to North Pershing Drive, the
North Henderson Road corridors from North Glebe Road to North 2nd Road, the North Pershing
Drive corridor from North Glebe Road to North Second Road, and, to a lesser extent, North
Carlin Springs Road from North Glebe Road to North Park Drive are routinely strewn with trash.
The mix is predominantly debris from fast food restaurants, recyclable beverage containers, and
individuals cleaning out their cars. Broken glass on sidewalks is common and a danger.
Additionally, the informal cut-through to Harris-Teeter from North Thomas Street serves as a
garbage dump, primarily for recyclable beverage containers.
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Covered bus stops on North Pershing Drive, North Glebe Road, and North Henderson Road near
Culpepper Garden have trash receptacles for public uses. The CVS store maintains two trash
receptacles in front of its Pershing Road store. However, bus stops along North Henderson Road
and North Carlin Spring Road have no trash receptacles. The apartment complex along North 4th
Road between North Henderson Road and North Park Street offers privately serviced trash
containers; this area routinely has a low incidence of loose trash and litter.
RECOMMENDATION 46: Arlington County must adequately police the placement and
routine servicing of labeled trash receptacles and recycle containers at convenient locations
along major streets (described above) in the Buckingham community.
RECOMMENDATION 47: Arlington County should initiate anti-litter educational efforts
in the schools and community centers.

CONCERN AREA 6b:
Litter, including broken glass, is evident in the common areas of the Buckingham community.
Overfilled dumpsters and piles of garbage, as well as litter dispersed from them, in parking and
common areas are common in certain multi-family apartment complexes.

500 Block of North Thomas Street
May 22, 2005

500 Block of North Thomas Street
June 19, 2005

RECOMMENDATION 48: Arlington County should ensure routine inspections of these
areas to insure compliance with appropriate health and safety codes.
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RECOMMENDATION 49: Arlington County should establish and enforce a requirement
for trash dumpsters to be prorated by number of tenants and for more frequent servicing
of the dumpsters.

CONCERN AREA 6c:
One block of North Henderson Road between North Thomas Street and North 4th Road is
routinely packed with aging leaves. Occasionally, Arlington County sweeps the street by
machine, but the results are limited because of parked cars along the curb.
RECOMMENDATION 50: Arlington County should ensure at least semi-annual street
sweeping in the Buckingham community with a staggered, notified-in-advance schedule
that will permit the temporary removal of cars to allow for full removal of debris.
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Appendix A
SURVEY RESULTS

BCCA Survey

322 Total 69 Spanish 7/23/04

Section I

GENERAL NEIGHBORHOOD CONDITIONS

Section I Question 1

Advantages to living in Buckingham

Section I Question 1 Advantages

Location
Trees/Parks
Diversity
Attractive Housing
Affordable Housing
Low Crime

275
30
28
12
10
7

275

300
250
200
150
100

30

50

28

12

10

7

0
Location

Section I Question 1

Trees/Parks

Diversity

Attractive
Housing

Affordable
Housing

Low Crime

Disadvantages of living in Buckingham

Traffic/Speeding
Noise
Crime
Litter/Cleanliness
Parking
Poor Housing Maintenance
Pedestrian Crossings
Lack of recreation
Costs
Lighting

76
45
43
39
37
32
19
17
15
10

Section I Question 1 Disadvantages
80
70

68

60
45

50

41

40

39

36
31

30
19
20

17

15
10

10
0
Traffic/Speeding

Question 2
Traffic
Residents
Buses/Aircraft
Public Areas
Dogs
Other

Crime

Parking

Pedestrian
Crossings

Costs

Is there a problem with noise on your street?
142
87
30
22
16
40

Other Section I Question 2
12%

Dogs
5%
Public Areas
7%
Buses/Aircraft
9%

Traffic

Traffic
41%

Residents
Buses/Aircraft
Public Areas
Dogs
Other

Residents
26%
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Other
Honking/Loud Cars/Car Alarms
Loud Music
Trash/Dumpsters
Sirens
Car Dealerships
Harris Teeter
Food Truck
Church Bells/Music
Drinking

23
16
6
11
5
4
3
4
5

Church
Bells/Music
5%

Section I Question 2 - Other

Drinking
6%

Food Truck
4%
Harris Teeter
5%

Honking/Loud
Cars/Car
Alarms
31%

Honking/Loud
Cars/Car Alarms
Loud Music
Trash/Dumpsters
Sirens
Car Dealerships

Car Dealerships
6%

Harris Teeter
Food Truck

Sirens
14%
Trash/Dumpsters
8%

Loud Music
21%

Church
Bells/Music
Drinking

Section II

LAND USE AND ZONING

Question 1

How do you describe your level of concern about too many occupants in some houses in the neighborhood?

Not Very
Somewhat
Very

92
128
85

Section II Question 1
Not Very
30%

Very
28%

Not Very
Somewhat
Very

Somewhat
42%
Question 2

Yes
No

Are there any structures, vacant lots, abandoned or inoperable vehicles on your
block or elsewhere in the neighborhood that you consider eyesores or safety hazards?
74
219

Section II Question 2

Yes
25%

Yes
No

No
75%

76

Question 2

Problem Areas

Section II Question 2 Problem Areas

Question 3
Yes
No

3
2
3
3
3
2
1
7
3
31
1
4
2
1
11
3
1
5
3

35

31

30
25
20
15
7

10
5

Series1
Series2

11
3

2

3

3

3
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3
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3
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Henderson
4510 Carlin Spring
Jackson Manor
400 Blk N. Thomas
514 N. Thomas
Dumpsters
4301 N. Henderson
2nd Rd.
Glebe
N. Pershing
Boat on Henderson
Buckingham Village
Food Truck
230 N. Thomas
George Mason
Gates
Trenton
N. Thomas
Am. Service Center

Are you aware of any possible zoning violations in your neighborhood?
Section II Question 3

26
269

Yes
9%

Yes
No

No
91%

Question 3

Problems Identified

Abandoned Vehicles
Parking by Entrances
4th Rd
N. Thomas
Pershing
Hyde Park/Glebe Market
Drinking

3
2
1
4
2
3

Section II Question 3 Problems
4.5

4

4
3.5

3

3

3
2.5

Series1
Series2

2

2

2
1.5

1

1
0.5
0
Abandoned
Vehicles

Parking by
Entrances
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4th Rd

N. Thomas

Pershing

Hyde
Park/Glebe
Market

Section III

STREETS, SIDEWALKS AND LIGHTING

Question 1

If you have a sidewalk in front of your home, please rate the condition.

Intact
2
3
4
Disintegrating

114
75
51
12
8

4
5%

Disintegrating
3%

Section III Question 1

3
20%
Intact
43%

Intact
2
3
4
Disintegrating

2
29%

Question 2
Intact
2
3
4
Disintegrating

If you have a curb in front of your home, please rate the condition.
101
68
43
13
4

4
6%

Disintegrating
2%

Section III Question 2

3
19%
Intact
43%

Intact
2
3
4
Disintegrating

2
30%

Question 3
Yes
No

Are there problems with gutters or drainage on your street?
53
226

Section III Question 3
Yes
19%

Yes
No

No
81%
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Question 3
Carlin Springs
N. Thomas
4th Rd
Henderson
Glebe
Pershing
George Mason

Problem Areas
1
3
1
2
2
15
12

Section III Question 3 Problem Areas
N. Thomas
8% 4th Rd
3%

Carlin Springs
3%

Carlin Springs
George Mason
33%

N. Thomas

Henderson
6%

4th Rd
Henderson

Glebe
6%

Glebe
Pershing

Pershing
41%

Question 4
Yes
No

George Mason

Is additional lighting needed in the neighborhood?
128
170

Section III Question 4

Yes
43%

Question 4

Yes
No

No
57%

Problem Areas

Section III Question 4 Problem Areas
Pershing
George Mason
Hyde Park
Lubber Run
Henderson
Arlington Oaks
2nd Rd
N. Thomas
Buckingham Village
Gates
4th Rd.
Trenton
Carlin Springs
Glebe
Access Rd. to 50
3rd Rd

12
3
1
1
27
3
8
33
10
11
13
4
10
4
4
12

Access Rd. to 50
3%

Carlin Springs
6%

Glebe
3%

George Mason
2%

3rd Rd
8% Pershing
8%

Trenton
3%
4th Rd.
8%

Lubber Run
1%
Hyde Park
1%
Henderson
17%
Arlington Oaks
2%

Gates
7%

2nd Rd
5%
Buckingham
Village
6%

79

N. Thomas
20%

Pershing
George Mason
Hyde Park
Lubber Run
Henderson
Arlington Oaks
2nd Rd
N. Thomas
Buckingham Village
Gates
4th Rd.
Trenton
Carlin Springs
Glebe
Access Rd. to 50
3rd Rd

Question 5

Indicate your opinion of the following statements:

A

There should be a sidewalk on at least one side of each street in the neighborhood.

Strongly Agree
2
3
4
Strongly Disagree

206
34
14
9
21

4
3%

Strongly Disagree
7%

Section III Question 5A

3
5%

Strongly Agree

2
12%

2
3
4
Strongly Disagree
Strongly Agree
73%

B
Strongly Agree
2
3
4
Strongly Disagree

There should be a sidewalk on both sides of each street in the neighborhood.
156
39
54
15
19

4
5%

Strongly Disagree

7%

Section III Question 5B
Strongly Agree
2
3
4
Strongly Disagree

3
19%
Strongly Agree
55%
2
14%

C
Strongly Agree
2
3
4
Strongly Disagree

On your block, there should be curbs and gutters on both sides of the street.
175
31
35
7
17

4
3%

Strongly Disagree

Section III Question 5C

7%

3
13%

2
12%

Strongly Agree
2
3
4
Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree
66%

80

D

Bars should be installed on storm drains to prevent injuries.

Strongly Agree
2
3
4
Strongly Disagree

142
40
58
13
22

Strongly DisagreeSection

4
5%

III Question 5D
Strongly Agree
2
3
4
Strongly Disagree

9%

3
21%

Strongly Agree
51%
2
15%

Section IV

TRAFFIC

Question 1

Are any intersections or places in the neighborhood difficult for you or others to
maneuver because of traffic flow, traffic speed, visual obstructions (i.e., parked
cars, vegetation, structures), or the configuration of the road?

Yes
No

201
92

Section IV Question 1

31%
Yes
No
69%

Question 1

Problem Areas

Section IV Question 1 Problem Areas
Henderson
57
N. Thomas
59
Carlin Springs
39
Glebe
91
George Mason
43
Rte. 50
9
Cathedral
4
2nd Rd
15
Pershing
78
Trenton
1
Park
5
2
Culpepper Garde
4th Rd
5
Harris Teeter
7
Hyde Park
5
Left Turn Lane
17
from Glebe onto Henderson

1% 4%
2%
1%
0%
1%
0%

13%

18%

14%

3%
1%
2%

9%

10%
21%
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Henderson
N. Thomas
Carlin Springs
Glebe
George Mason
Rte. 50
Cathedral
2nd Rd
Pershing
Trenton
Park
Culpepper Gardens
4th Rd
Harris Teeter
Hyde Park
Left Turn Lane

Question 2

Indicate your level of concern about the following traffic problems:

A)

cut-through traffic in the neighborhood.

Not Concerned
2
3
4
Very Concerned

94
52
54
27
54

Section IV Question 2A
19%
33%
Not Concerned
2

10%

3
4
Very Concerned

19%

19%

Question 2A Problem Areas
Section IV Question 2A Problem Areas

Chatham
2nd Rd
N. Thomas
Pershing
George Mason
3rd Rd
4th Rd
Henderson
Park
Glebe
Exxon
Carlin Springs
Culpepper Garde
Trenton
Cathedral
B)
Not Concerned
2
3
4
Very Concerned

1
13
38
38
28
3
7
23
3
10
2
6
3
1
2

Chatham
2nd Rd
N. Thomas

% 7%
11
%1%
3% 2%
1%
6%
2%

Pershing
George Mason
3rd Rd
20%

13%

4th Rd
Henderson
Park
Glebe

4%
2%

Exxon
21%

16%

Carlin Springs
Culpepper Gardens
Trenton
Cathedral

vehicles exceeding the speed limits in the neighborhood.
51
43
52
57
80

Section IV Question 2B
18%
29%

15%

20%
18%

82

Not Concerned
2
3
4
Very Concerned

Question 2B Problem Areas
George Mason
Carlin Springs
Henderson
Glebe
2nd Rd
Pershing
Rte. 50
N. Thomas
Am. Service Cent
4th Rd

Section IV Question 2B Problem Areas

30
16
23
37
9
16
5
30
1
7

George Mason

1%4%

17%

Carlin Springs

17%

Henderson
Glebe
9%

3%

2nd Rd
Pershing

9%

Rte. 50

13%

N. Thomas

5%

Am. Service Center
22%

4th Rd

Question 3
The Buckingham Neighborhood Strategy Area Plan, which was approved by the County Board in 2000, stated: “Speed of traffic
pedestrians in both the residential and commercial areas. With input from Buckingham residents, county staff identified these particular
streets as having speeding problems.” Please indicate (by an X) whether you believe these streets continue to have speeding problems:

Glebe
George Mason
Pershing
Arlington Blvd
Carlin Springs
Henderson
Thomas
2nd

Problem
Not Problem
158
76
146
107
98
103
87
106
117
76
112
84
115
73
91
91

Question 4

Please indicate your opinion of each method listed for changing traffic patterns in BCCA:

Section IV Question 3
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Problem

2n
d

Th
om
as

s

de
rs
on
en
H

Sp
rin
g

Bl
vd

li n

on
ar

Section IV Question 4
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Strongly
B
C
D

83

Traffic nubs:

Raised
crosswalks:

Strongly
Speed
humps
(made for 20

26
38
13
29
18
10

Four way
stops:

58
49
58
49
52
62

Strongly
Oppose
29
39
31
70
40
57

Increase
speeding
fines for

45
44
66
45
62
39

D

More
aggressive
enforcement

C

C

Ar
lin
gt

eo
rg
G

Strongly
B
Favor
More aggressive
132
Increase speedin
118
Four way stops:
118
Speed humps (m
89
Raised crosswalk
101
Traffic nubs:
59

Pe
rs
hi
ng

as
on
e

M

G
le
be

Not Problem

Question 5

Are the street or traffic signs (stop signs, street name signs, etc.) in the neighborhood adequate?

Yes
No

203
56

Section IV Question 5
22%

Yes
No

78%

Question 5 Problem Areas
Section IV Question 5 Problem Areas

George Mason
Rte. 50
2nd Rd
Pershing
N. Thomas
Henderson
Park
Carlin Springs
Cathedral
4th Rd
Glebe
Spanish Signs
Larger Print Signs
Better Crosswalk
Drivers don't obey
Question 6
Yes
No

3
2
1
6
9
5
1
1
1
2
1
2
8
1
5

George Mason
Rte. 50
2nd Rd

10%

6%

2%

Pershing

4%
2%

N. Thomas
13%

17%

Henderson
Park
Carlin Springs
Cathedral

4%
2%
4%
2%
2%
2%

4th Rd
20%

Glebe
Spanish Signs
Larger Print Signs

10%

Better Crosswalk
Drivers don't obey

Are there areas in the neighborhood where traffic may create a safety hazard for school children or other pedestrians?
157
93

Section IV Question 6

37%

Yes
No
63%
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Question 6 Problem Areas
Section IV Question 6 Problem Areas
Barrett
George Mason
Henderson
N. Thomas
Glebe
Pershing
4th Rd.
Glebe Market
Carlin Springs
2nd Rd
Rte 50

27
41
32
32
40
35
4
3
21
3
2

9%

1%
1%

Barrett

11%

1%
2%

George Mason
Henderson
N. Thomas

17%

15%

Glebe
Pershing
4th Rd.
Glebe Market
Carlin Springs

13%

17%

2nd Rd
Rte 50

13%

Section V

PARKING

Question 1

How often is it difficult to find parking on the street near your house?

4-7days/week
1-3 days/week
Never

100
70
77

Section V Question 1
120
100
100
77

70

80

4-7days/week
1-3 days/week
Never

60
40
20
0
4-7days/week

Section V Question 2
Commuters

85

Other

Overflow
parking for
apartments

Lack of
residentsonly

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Too many
parking
restrictions

64
29
39
46
96
37

Residents
don't use
driveways

Commuters
Residents don't use driveways
Too many parking restrictions
Lack of residents-only restrictions
Overflow parking for apartments
Other

Never

If you consider parking on the street near your home a problem, what do you think are the causes?

Commuters

Question 2

1-3 days/week

Residents don't use
driveways
Too many parking
restrictions
Lack of residents-only
restrictions
Overflow parking for
apartments
Other

Question 3

Please indicate your opinion on the following methods for managing parking in the neighborhood

a) During business hours, reserve areas for residential permit parking only.
Strongly Favor
76
2
34
3
59
4
28
80
Strongly Oppose
52
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Strongly
Favor

Section V Question 3A

Strongly Favor
2
3
4
Strongly Oppose

2

3

b) At all times, reserve areas for residential permit parking only.
Strongly Favor
69
2
28
3
43
4
29
80
Strongly Oppose
75
70

4

Strongly
Oppose

Section V Question 3B

Strongly Favor

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

2
3
4
Strongly Oppose

Strongly
Favor

2

3

4

Strongly
Oppose

c) Improve parking enforcement (i.e., Arlington police should issue tickets for repeat parking offenders.)
Strongly Favor
112
2
29
Section V Question
3
52
4
11
120
Strongly Oppose
39
100

3C

80
60
40
20
0
Strongly
Favor

86

2

3

4

Strongly
Oppose

Strongly Favor
2
3
4
Strongly Oppose

Section VI

PUBLIC SAFETY

Question 1

Are there areas in the neighborhood where the lack of sidewalks, handicapped access, crosswalks, traffic lights, curbs or gutte
create a safety hazard for school children or pedestrians?

Yes
No

87
161

Section VI Question 1
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Yes
No

Yes

No

Question 1 Problem Areas
George Mason
Rte. 50
N. Thomas
Henderson
Carlin Spring
Glebe
2nd Rd
Pershing
Park
CVS
4th Rd
Crosswalks
Handicap Ram
Question 2
Yes
No

Section VI Question 1 Problem Areas
George Mason

15
3
20
22
10
19
2
8
2
1
2
8
5

Rte. 50
7%
2%
1%
2%

4%

N. Thomas

13%

Henderson

3%

Carlin Spring

7%

Glebe

2%

16%

2nd Rd
Pershing
Park

16%

CVS
9%

4th Rd

18%

Crosswalks
Handicap Ramps

Have you seen any rats in the neighborhood within the last year?
125
180

Section VI Question 2
200
150
Yes

100

No

50
0
Yes

No

87

Question 2 Problem Areas

N. Thomas

Section VI Question 2 Problem Areas
N. Thomas
14
2nd Rd
10
Harris Teeter
5
6%
Henderson
6
2%
5%
Pershing
10
4%
Apartments
6
1%
Dumpsters
6
4%
1
Ballston Garde
8
George Mason
6%
4th Rd
1
4
Am Service Ce
4%
Glebe
6
1%
Hyde Park
4
8%
Trenton
1
1%
Arl. Oaks
4
6%
6%
Rte. 50
5
3rd Rd
2
Carlin
6
Question 3
Are you aware of any fire or health hazards in the neighborhood?
Yes
No

31
247

2nd Rd
Harris Teeter
Henderson
Pershing

14%

Apartments
Dumpsters
10%

Ballston Gardens
George Mason
4th Rd

5%

Am Service Center
Glebe

6%

Hyde Park
Trenton

10%

Arl. Oaks
Rte. 50
3rd Rd

Section VI Question 3
300
250
200
Yes
No

150
100
50
0
Yes

Question 4
Yes
No
Somewhat

No

Do you think neighborhood crime is a problem?
85
100
109

Section VI Question 4
120
100
80

Yes

60

No

40

Somewhat

20
0
Yes

No

88

Somewhat

Question 4 Problems
Section VI Question 4 Problems

Burglary
Robbery/Theft
Car Theft
Rape
Peeping Tom
Litter
Drugs
Drinking
Trespassing
Gangs
Assault
Prostitutes
Muggings
Vandalism
Shootings
Question 5
Yes
No

8
45
34
4
1
3
9
22
1
13
27
2
18
12
1

Burglary
Robbery/Theft
Car Theft

6% 1%4%

Rape

9%

Peeping Tom
22%

1%

Litter
Drugs
Drinking

13%

Trespassing
Gangs
7%
1%
10%

Assault

16%

Prostitutes
Muggings

2%
1%
5% 2%

Vandalism
Shootings

Do you think increased police patrols are needed in the neighborhood?
101
85

Section VI Question 5
105
100
95
Yes
No

90
85
80
75
Yes
Question 6
Yes
No
Maybe

No

Would you participate in a Neighborhood Crime Watch Program on your block?
139
147
20

Section VI Question 6
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Yes
No
Maybe

Yes

No

89

Maybe

Section VII

RECREATION AND BEAUTIFICATION

Question 1

Do you currently visit the Lubber Run Recreation Center?

Yes
No

119
181

Section VII Question 1

40%
Yes
No
60%

Question 2

W ould you like to see an expanded recreation center within walking distance of Buckingham?

Yes
No

191
72

Section VII Question 2

27%
Yes
No
73%

Question 3

W hat types of programs would you like to have available?

exercise equipment
exercise classes
art classes
dance classes
cooking classes
children's classes
indoor soccer
indoor basketball
indoor playground
swimming pool
children’s programs
teen programs
family events and pa
adult dances and so
teen dances and so
community parties
concerts
festivals
trips to local sportin
rooms, gyms, pool u
rooms for club mee

134
134
101
90
100
77
69
66
64
127
102
86
81
80
60
95
131
109
67
112
72

exercise equipment

Section VII Question 3

exercise classes
art classes
dance classes

160

cooking classes
children's classes

140

indoor soccer

120

indoor basketball
indoor playground

100

swimming pool
children’s programs

80

teen programs
family events and parties

60

adult dances and socials

40

teen dances and socials
community parties

20

concerts
festivals

0

trips to local sporting/shows

1

rooms, gyms, pool use
rooms for club meeting

90

Question 5
Yes
No

Do you think the neighborhood has a problem with litter/trash?
171
117

Section VII Question 5

41%
59%

Question 6

Yes
No

Yes
No

Arlington County allows up to four (4) signs identifying a neighborhood. These signs must be located on county land.
The county will pay initial purchase and installation costs. The neighborhood is responsible for upkeep.
Would you favor installing neighborhood identification signs at entrance points in the neighborhood?
145
85

Section VII Question 6

37%
Yes
No
63%

91

Appendix B
Priority NC Projects
A) North Henderson Road and North Thomas Street
-

-

Additional lighting at the intersection of North Henderson Road and North
Thomas Street (preference for carriage);
Raised crosswalk on the North Thomas Street side;
Bump-outs on North Henderson Road to increase pedestrian safety;
Square corners at intersection to slow traffic;
Paint crosswalk on east side of North Henderson Road;
Ensure crosswalk is 100 percent accessible with curb-cuts;
More signage on North Henderson Road approaching intersection
indicating pedestrian crosswalk and applicable fines;
If some or all of the above can be funded outside of NCP funds, request
for additional lighting at intersection of North Henderson Road and North
4th Road;
Not an NCP project: Traffic light at intersection.

B) North Thomas Street and North Carlin Springs Road
-

Bump-outs at intersection on North Carlin Springs Road to increase
pedestrian safety;
At least two (2) speed humps on North Thomas Street (between North
Carlin Springs Road and North Henderson Drive);
More signage on North Carlin Springs Drive approaching North Thomas
Street intersection indicating pedestrian crosswalk and applicable fines;
Replace cobra lights and increase lighting poles along the 400-block of
North Thomas Street (preference for carriage);
Not an NCP project: Traffic light at intersection.

C) North Thomas Street and North 4th Street
-

Install a traffic circle at the intersection of North Thomas Street and North
4th Street;
Install a four-way raised crosswalk at this intersection;
Designate this intersection a four-way stop sign;
Additional lighting at this intersection (preference for carriage lights)

D) North Carlin Springs Road and North Park Drive
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-

Bump-outs at intersection on the south side of North Carlin Springs Road
at North Park Drive to increase pedestrian safety;
Flashing lights to alert motorists approaching North Carlin Springs from
the west of pedestrian crosswalk;
At least two (2) speed humps on North Park Drive (between North Carlin
Springs Road and North George Mason Drive);
Additional lighting at the crosswalk of North Park Drive and North 4th
Road;
Raise the sidewalk to ramp over tree roots at the 500-block of North Park
Drive (west side).
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